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SECTION I. 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
2 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the main goals of high energy physics is to discover a 
unified picture of all the known forces. Presently we know of four 
forces: the weak force (responsible for nuclear decays), the strong 
force (which binds nucléons together), the electromagnetic force, and the 
gravitational force. Forces are mathematically described by gauge 
theories in which the properties of the particles upon which the forces 
act and which mediate the forces are dictated by group theory. An 
important feature of unification is that when two (or more) forces are 
unified, not only are the interactions of the individual forces retained, 
but new physics results, which is unique to the specific unification 
model. This new physics is (hopefully!) experimentally verifiable and is 
the proving ground of the particular unification theory. 
Historically, physicists have tried to discover a single theory 
which describes all known phenomena for at least a century, beginning 
with Maxwell who successfully combined electricity and magnetism. In the 
1920s Einstein, Kaluza, and Klein attempted to unify the known forces of 
their time, gravity and electromagnetism. Although they did not complete 
their endeavor, Kaluza-Klein type theories, nevertheless, are still 
popular today.^ The first truly successful unification theory, called 
the standard model,^ was developed in the late 1960s and combines the 
weak and electromagnetic interactions at an energy scale of 100 GeV into 
a single theory (the electroweak interaction). The success of the 
standard model is measured by its predictions which have been verified by 
experiment; in fact, all existing experimental data are in good agreement 
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with the standard model. But this model is not a complete theory as it 
leaves many questions unanswered, contains at least seventeen a priori 
unknown parameters, and does not incorporate the strong and gravitational 
interactions. Grand unified theories^ combine the electroweak and strong 
forces, where the first such theory^ was formulated in 1974 and was based 
on the gauge group SU(5) and unified the forces at an energy scale of 
10^^ GeV. The new physical predictions based on the simplest SU(5) 
theory are not compatible with present experiment and thus have prompted 
the examination of supersymmetry^ as well as the study of larger grand 
unified gauge groups, such as SO(IO),^ and Eg was first discussed 
in this context over a decade ago. The last step in this procedure is to 
incorporate gravity with a grand unified model. Such attempts have been 
performed using supergravity® (as well as the resurgence of Kaluza-
Klein^) theories, but these models have been unsuccessful as the 
resulting theory of quantum gravity is neither finite nor renormalizable. 
The recent advent of superstring theories^ has resulted in the first 
potentially finite unification theory to include gravity; in fact 
superstrings have been advertised to be the first theory of everything. 
Superstring theories surrender the traditional assumption of point 
particles, thus assuming that all particles are actually one-dimensional 
strings of length = 10"^^ meters. It is this assumption that naturally 
avoids the infinities that usually result in quantum gravity. In their 
now classic paper, Green and Schwarz^^ have shown that ten dimensional 
string theory is free of another set of infinities, the gauge and 
gravitational anomalies, if the string gauge group is either Eg x Eg' or 
SO(32). Eg X Eg/ leads to chiral fermions (as exists in the standard 
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model), whereas SO(32) does not, so that Eg x Eg, is phenomenologically 
more attractive. Although these theories are aesthetically pleasing, all 
of this new physics occurs in ten space-time dimensions and at energies 
near the Planck scale (10^^ GeV), which is far beyond what can be probed 
directly with accelerators. To make connection with our four dimensional 
world, the extra six dimensions must be compactified on some kind of 
manifold. Compactification on a Calabi-Yau manifold^^ (with SU(3) 
holonomy) results in the breaking Eg -» SU(3) x Eg with the SU(3) gauge 
field becoming the spin connection on the compactified space and where Eg 
becomes the effective grand unified theory at low-energy. The remaining 
Eg, couples to the usual matter representations of the Eg only by 
gravitational interactions and may provide the role of 'the hidden 
sector'. This all follows from the requirement that after 
compactification from ten to four dimensions there remains an unbroken 
N = 1 supersymmetry. In such models, the matter superfields lie in the 
27 and ^  representations of Eg with ng ^'s and + ^)'s. The 
coefficients ng and 5 are related to the topology of the compactified 
manifold, the Euler characteristic and Betti-Hodge number, respectively. 
Thus, the only apparent way to test Calabi-Yau compactified 
superstring theories (albeit indirectly) at present is by examining and 
testing the predictions of supersymmetric Eg grand unified theories. In 
order to completely set the stage for these phenomenological studies, a 
list of present and future colliders and their characteristics is 
presented in Table I. 
In the remainder of this section, a brief outline of the theoretical 
background necessary to this work is given. 
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STANDARD MODEL OF ELECTROWEAK AND STRONG INTERACTIONS 
Electroweak Gauge Theory 
The standard model^ (SM) (also referred to as the Glashow-Weinberg-
Salam (GWS) model) which describes the theory of electroweak interactions 
is based on the gauge group 
Ggy = SU(2)^ X U(1)y , (1) 
where the generators of SU(2)L correspond to the three components of 
weak-isospin (T^) and the U(l)y generator to the weak-hypercharge (Y). 
The electroweak gauge group is broken at a scale of ~ 100 GeV (referred 
to as the weak scale) to the electromagnetic gauge group U(l)g^ 
SU(2)^ X U(l)y U(l)^^ , (2) 
where 0(1)^ ,^ is a subgroup of SU(2)L x U(1)Y. The following relationship 
holds between the corresponding generators 
0 = T^ + Y/2 , (3) 
where Q denotes the electric charge. This electroweak theory contains 
four gauge bosons, the W±, Z", and y, which are associated with the 
generators of Gg^ and which mediate the electroweak interactions. The 
particle content of the SM also includes a set of fermions (three 
generations of quarks and leptons which transform as left-handed iso-
doublets and right-handed iso-singlets under SU(2)L) and one Higgs scalar 
iso-doublet, which is necessary to provide masses for the fermions and 
for the gauge bosons through the Higgs mechanism as will be described 
later. The various quantum numbers for these particles are listed in 
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Table II. 
The Lagrangian which describes the electroweak interactions is given 
by 
\k^L,k* ®R,k"^ \kl^L,k^ "R,1 \ikl^L,k* ^ R,l (4) 
where 
" ^ U®v ~ W ®bM®cv ' (a = 1, 2, 3) 
- Vv - (5) 
are the field strength tensors for the three non-abelian gauge fields By 
of SU(2)l and the abelian gauge field CY associated with U(1)y. g is the 
SU(2)l coupling constant (g' denotes the coupling constant corresponding 
to U(l)y). The fermion fields, for a single generation are given by 
= 2 - ^ 5) 
' V ' 
. e , I d j 
for the SU(2)l left-handed doublets and 
: ®R = 2" + Y^ )e , Uj^  = ^  (1 + Y^ )u , dj^  = J (1 + y^ )d 
for the right-handed singlets. The index i is a generation label; due to 
universality all three generations have identical electroweak 
interactions. The covariant derivative, Dy, defined as 
7 
rV . 
( 6 )  
couples the fermions to the gauge fields. 
The Higgs mechanism^^ generates masses for three of the four gauge 
bosons via spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) which preserves^^ the 
renormalizability and uni tarity of the GWS model. The Higgs fields are 
complex scalar doublets, represented as 
(7) 
with electroweak interactions described by the second line in (4). For 
the choice < 0 in Eq. (4), SSB occurs and the minimum of the Higgs 
potential is obtained when the neutral member of the Higgs doublet 
obtains a non-zero vacuum expectation value (vev) 
<$> = 
V 
{7Ï ) 
(8 )  
where v is given by v^ = |X|. This mechanism results in the breaking 
of both SU(2)L and U(1)Y> but leaves the U(l)GN, subgroup intact. U(L)em 
would break as well if the field were also allowed to obtain a vev. 
<|>° is then redefined such that the physical neutral field, H (the Higgs 
field), has a vanishing vev and positive mass squared 
H + V 
ITT" (9) 
An examination of the resulting terms of order v^ in the interaction 
piece of the scalar Lagrangian yields 
8 
(D^*)+(D^*) I 2 = g- g2(B^ + iB2)^(B^ - iBg)*" 
+ ("gBy + g 'C^ ) ^  (10) 
The mass of the bosons follows from the definition = (Bj^ iB2)y//2 
and is given by 
% = ^  ' (11) 
Similarly, the definitions 
3 _ 12 
" (g^ . i 'V"  '  "  '  (g: . g'2)l'2 ' 
yield 
V 2 2 1/2 
«2 = f <S + g' ) , = 0 , (13) 
where Eqs. (12) and (13) result from the diagonalization of the 2x2 By-Cy 
mass matrix by an orthogonal transformation 
- bJ cose^ + Slne^ , 
\ cos9„ - sine^ , (11) 
with the rotation angle 6^ (called the weak mixing, or Weinberg angle) 
given by tanG^ = g'/g. The fermion interaction part of the Lagrangian is 
now in the form 
9 
gg' 
<•^3 • r ^  ( *LV*L * \W  ] 
" ssfr ( \i^ ii"3, - V* *L * - V* & ) ' 
W L K 
where x^ s sin^e^ and \j/, xfj' denote two fermion fields with T3L = + 1 / 2 ,  
-1/2 respectively. Note that the charged currents are purely left-handed 
and that neutral currents are also present; this is an important 
experimentally testable prediction of the SM. In order to obtain QED 
(Quantum Electrodynamics), we identify the field with the massless 
photon and define 
= = • 8 =ine„ , (16) 
(g + g' ) 
where e is the charge of the proton. Identifying the charged current 
coupling with the Fermi constant, Gp (the experimentally measured charged 
current coupling constant from the old-fashioned Fermi theory of weak 
interactions), gives the following relationships 
"w = 
o  . 1 / 2  
gV2 
8G, ^ GeV , 
w 
M 77.0 
w w 
The non-zero vev of the Higgs fields also gives masses to the 
fermions. The third line in the GWS Lagrangian (4) becomes 
10 
«AV * h-=- . (18) 
with the identification 
"e = \ 71 (19) 
for electrons. The second term in (18) describes the interactions 
between fermions and Higgs scalars, which are obviously very weak in 
strength for light fermions. For quarks the situation is more 
complicated since their weak and mass eigenstates do not generally 
coincide. This allows mixing between different generations. If the 
Yukawa interactions of the up quarks are chosen to be diagonal, i.e., 
X = X 5. . then the up quarks masses are given by 
ij i 
"u. = \i. TT • (20) 
1 1 
The down quark mass matrix is then more involved and contains several 
parameters. 
There are four mixing parameters (three rotation angles and a phase) 
which rotate between the weak and mass eigenstate basis. The physical 
charged current interactions are thus given by 
where Vjj is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa^^ mixing matrix and is a 
function of the four mixing parameters. Within the context of the SM the 
Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani^ mechanism as well as the Weinberg-Glashow-
Paschos^^ naturalness conditions assure the absence of flavor-changing 
11 
neutral currents. 
The SM has been quite successful for the following reasons. The 
theory is completely renormalizable and unitary, and unifies the 
electromagnetic and weak forces. It correctly predicts the masses and 
other properties of the W and Z bosons as verified by experiment. The 
low-energy charged and neutral current structure as predicted by the SM 
agrees with experiment. The value of the forward-backward asymmetry for 
the process e+e" -» n+n" in the SM agrees with the experimental 
measurement. The value of Xy has been measured using a variety of 
processes and has a common value (within experimental errors) of x^ = 
0.230. The SM has been able to describe a wealth of other experimental 
data. In fact there is no current experimental data that is in conflict 
with the SM. 
However, three crucial experimental tests of the SM remain: 1) 
finding the Higgs boson, 2) discovering the top quark, and 3) proving 
the gauge structure. This last test will be partially accomplished at 
LEP II when the tri-linear gauge boson coupling is probed in the process 
e+e- W+W-. 
Despite its numerous accomplishments the SM is not a complete theory. 
Many questions which plague physicists are left unanswered. Where is the 
Higgs and why haven't we found it yet? Why do the fermion masses, which 
are put in by hand as parameters, have the values that they do? A truly 
complete theory (i.e., a 'theory of everything' (TOE)) should predict the 
masses of all the particles it contains. Why do the fermions appear in 
left-handed iso-doublets and right-handed iso-singlets? Why are there 
three (or possibly more) generations? The number of generations as well 
12 
as the values of the quark mixing parameters should be calculable from a 
TOE. Why is Xy = 0.230? How does one tie in the strong and 
gravitational forces in the program of unification? Why do we live in 
four space-time dimenions? These and other questions have prompted the 
study of numerous extensions of the SM. 
Running Coupling Constants 
In the previous section, the SM was only discussed to lowest order 
in perturbation theory (i.e., tree level). Here the radiative (higher 
order) corrections to the SM which lead to the mass scale dependence of 
coupling constants are reviewed. As an example consider the set of so-
called vacuum polarization diagrams in QED, which are loop corrections to 
the photon propagator. Calculation of these corrections yield integrals 
over momentum which are log divergent. In order to make physical 
predictions, the theory must be regulated. There are various methods of 
regularization but in renormalizable theories the physical results do not 
depend upon the particular prescription (summing to all orders in 
perturbation theory). One such prescription which is always gauge 
invariant, even for (broken) non-abelian gauge theories, is that of 
dimensional regularization,where the momentum integrals are performed 
in n dimensions, i.e., 
a 
(2n)^ 
d k (^2^2-n/2 ^ (22) 
(2ii)" 
where y is an arbitrary mass parameter and is introduced to keep the 
couplings dimensionless. The one-loop vacuum polarization graph 
involving the electron is then given by 
13 
1 ""e 
+ In An - Yp - In —s-
2 - ^ ® 
Ù -6 I dx x(l - x) In 'o n2 ^ 1 - ^  x(l - x) 4  (23)  
where yg is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. The divergent terms are dealt 
with according to a particular renormalization scheme. In one such 
scheme called minimal subtraction^^ (MS), only the pole, l/(2-n/2), is 
subtracted off, while in modified minimal subtraction^® (MS), the 
constants In 4ii and yg are subtracted as well as the pole. For small 
the integral in (23) goes to zero and the photon propagator becomes 
(after subtraction) 
-ig \ a  
1 - (24) 
resulting in a renormalization of the coupling constant. The physical 
coupling is thus given by (summing over all one-loop graphs) 
a(u^) 
«(%) 
a(m^) m^ 
1 + — In -4 
(25) 
3ii 
and depends on the energy scale, at which it is evaluated. a(m^) s 
a = (137.036)"^ defines the conventional fine-structure constant. 
Although only a particular case was considered here, the running of the 
coupling constant is a general feature of all gauge theories. 
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Strong Interactions 
The strong interactions are described by Quantum Chromodynamics^^ 
(QCD), which is a non-abelian gauge theory based on the gauge group 
SU(3)cQior. Each quark flavor is a color triplet (i.e., has three color 
states) which lie in the fundamental representation, 3, of SU(3)q; gluons 
are the SU(3)c gauge fields and hence lie in the adjoint representation, 
8, (and have 8 color degrees of freedom); and all other particles are 
color singlets, i.e., they don't experience strong interactions. The QCD 
Lagrangian may be written as 
- I- ''mvC ' (26) 
where 
is the gluon field tensor with gg as the strong coupling constant and 
fabc the SU(3) structure constants which are defined by 
[ \ = "abc^c ' (28) 
where Tg are the SU(3) generators. Here the covariant derivative is 
given by 
, (29) 
and the sum on j in (26) extends over the quark flavors. Note that in 
the limit of equal mass quarks the QCD Lagrangian possesses a global 
SU(N)F flavor symmetry, and in the limit of massless quarks a SU(N)l x 
SU(N)R chiral symmetry is present. Unlike the GWS model, SU(3)c is not 
15 
broken and hence is retained at low energies, and the gluons remain 
massless. 
In analogy to the electroweak theory, it is necessary to renormalize 
the strong coupling constant, gg, when including radiative corrections. 
The most common renormalization scheme used in QCD is that of modified 
minimal subtraction in which the renormalized coupling constant obeys 
2 ®®s 
V —2 = ' 
9M^ s 
where g(o^) is given by 
3 = - b — - b' 
4n I 4n j 
(30) 
(31) 
with 
b = 11 - , b = 102 - Nj , 
and Nf is the number of quark flavors with mass less than p. 
being the energy scale of a process) then has the form 
(32) 
«sioh (q2 
a ( Q ^ )  2 
b ln(Q^//r) 
1 _ In f ln(Q^/A^)1 
ln(Q^/A^) 
(33) 
to two loop order (i.e., in next to leading log order). Here A is the 
QCD scale parameter (where the theory is only perturbative for Q^ >> A^) 
which is extractable from experiment, with the exact value being 
dependent upon the choice of renormalization scheme. In modified minimal 
subtraction A is measured to be^Z 
A =75 
MS 
300 MeV . (34) 
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As previously discussed, a physical quantity is independent of the type 
of renormalization scheme. However, in practice, when a perturbation 
series is terminated at some order in the coupling, the result will 
differ between various schemes. For smaller coupling constants this 
difference is negligible, but since is so large, these differences 
could become noticeable. Thus it is important (albeit difficult!) to 
perform QCD calculations to higher order in perturbation theory. 
Notice in (33) that increases as decreases (as long as Nf < 
16); this is a property called asymptotic freedom^l and is present in 
non-abelian gauge theories. As a consequence of this property, at short 
distances the strong interactions become weaker and the strength of the 
coupling increases for larger distances. The potential energy that is 
required to separate two quarks thus increases with their separation 
distance and the color ionization potential becomes infinite. Hence 
quarks and gluons only exist as bound states (called hadrons) and can not 
exist as truly free particles; this is known as color confinement. The 
simplest color-singlet (i.e., color neutral) states as dictated by the 
SU(3)c group theory are qqq and qq", which correspond to the physical 
baryons and mesons, respectively. The strong forces between these color-
singlet hadrons are thus analogous to the residual Van der Waals forces 
between neutral atoms. 
Quark-Parton Model^^ 
One property of asymptotic freedom is that quarks may behave almost 
as free particles within hadrons, hence it is possible to assume that 
interactions between hadrons only involve the intersection between pairs 
17 
of constituents within the hadrons. These constituents (called partons) 
involve the valence quarks (the quark combinations which describe the 
quantum numbers of the hadrons) as well as a 'sea' of quark anti-quark 
pairs and gluons. An incoming hadron beam can then be regarded as a 
collection of quasi-free partons which share the parent hadron momentum. 
Thus each parton, i, carries a fraction, xjP, of the hadron's 
longitudinal momentum P (the intrinsic transverse momentum can be safely 
neglected in high-energy collisions) such that 
0 < Xj <1 , 
1 f xP.(x)dx = 1 , (35) 
i ^ 1 
where Pi(x) is the parton momentum distribution function. In hadron-
hadron collisions the desired process may be calculated at the parton 
level via the reaction 
a + b —» c + anything 
at a center-of-mass energy /s = /sx^xy where s is one of the usual 
Mandelstam variables.' The total inclusive hadronic cross section for the 
production of c is thus given by 
a(AB ^ cX) . Î J ''Vb('a/A<\"b/B<'<b> * * ^  "* 
a,D (36) 
where a is the subprocess (parton level) cross section and f^/A is a 
parton distribution function which in this case is the probability of 
finding parton a in hadron A with fractional momentum Xg. The 
18 
distribution functions also depend on and are empirically determined 
from e and v deep inelastic scattering data of which several 
parameterizations24 are commonly used. 
19 
GRAND UNIFIED THEORIES 
Review of Standard GUTS 
Here we consider the basic elements of a grand unified theory^ 
(theories) (GUT(S)) which unifies the strong and electroweak forces. As 
discussed in the previous section and as shown explicitly in Eq. (25), 
all gauge theory coupling constants run with energy. It is not 
impossible to imagine that the coupling constants for the strong and 
electroweak interactions could meet and have the same value at some mass 
scale, My; this is schematically represented in Fig. 1.25 %n a simple 
model of this kind the unification group, Gy, breaks at the mass scale 
to the SM of strong and electroweak interactions which in turn breaks at 
the scale My, 
G^ -> SU(3)g X SU(2)j^ X U(1)y SU(3)ç x U(l)^^ . (37) 
»u "w 
Two constraints on Gy are immediately obvious. First, it must contain 
the 3c2l1y ^M as a subgroup which gives the resulting bound on the rank 
of Gy of rank(Gu) > 4. Second, Gy must have representations which 
contain the particle content of the SM. SU(5) is the lowest rank group 
which satisfies these constraints^ and will be used as a calculational 
example in this section. 
The fermion content must be placed into representations of G^, where 
the lowest possible dimensional representation is used in order to avoid 
a plethora of extra particles. For SU(5) the SM fermions fit into the 5 
and ^  dimensional representations (hence given the nickname of the 
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'Woolworth Representation'). The 5 and ^  decompose in terms of their SM 
couplings as 
SU(5) 
10 
(SU(3)ç,, SU(2)j^, U(l)y) 
(1, 2, - I") + (3, 1, + , 
k e V 
(3, 2, + 1.) + (3, 1, - I") + (1, 1, 1) , 
(38) 
I d ; "L * 
Note that all of the fields appear as left-handed and that there are 
ng(5 + W) representations, where ng is the number of generations. The 
'right-handed' neutrino may be included as a singlet of SU(5) with the 
decomposition 1 ^ (1, 1, 0). 
What representations do the GWS model Higgs doublet and gauge bosons 
lie in? The Higgs representation must be chosen such that the GUTS 
Lagrangian preserves gauge invariance. The fermion mass terms in the 
SU(5) GUTS Lagrangian are given by 
L = 5 X 10 X H^ + Cg 10 X 10 x Hg + h.c. , (39) 
thus requiring that Hj^ and H2 be the 5 or 45 dimensional representations 
to maintain gauge invariance. Generally the 5 is chosen as it certainly 
contains the GWS Higgs doublet (as well as three other colored complex 
scalar fields) and it is the simplest choice. The gauge bosons lie as 
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always in the adjoint representation, which is the for the case of 
SU(5). 
Gy is broken via SSB in a manner similar to that of the GWS model. 
In order to break G^ and leave the SM 3Q2L1Y exact, a vev is given to a 
member of the lowest dimensional representation (but not the singlet) 
that is neutral under 3c2l1y (i.e., contains (1, 1, 0)). This Higgs 
representation is the 24 in SU(5) GUTS. Thus SU(5) unified models 
contain 24+5 complex scalar fields. Of the 48 real fields contained in 
the Higgs representation, 12 provide super-heavy masses for some of 
the gauge bosons that lie in the adjoint representation. The other 36 
fields are left over and have masses of order My. 
The value of the unification scale and Xy can be calculated in GUTS. 
A renormalization group equation (RGE), which can be obtained from (25), 
exists for each coupling constant, 
^ in ^ , (40) 
w 
where labels o^, o^, a', and My is the unification mass scale > My. 
Here is the one loop (î-function which is the coefficient of the 
divergent piece of the sum of one loop vacuum polarization diagrams for 
some group G^. The P-function receives a contribution from all fields 
which contribute to the vacuum polarization (here, unlike QCD, this 
includes the gauge bosons, two-component fermions, and real scalar 
fields) 
e. = 3. + & + e (41) 
^ ^GB ^S 
according to the prescription 
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SU(N) 
J • 2(N - 2), SO(N) - I 2 Tr TJ(F) 
F 
I Z Tr tJ(S) , 
S (42) 
0 ,  U(l) 
\ 
where can be any generator of the theory and the sums extend over all 
particles (in all generations) whose mass is less than the breaking 
scale. Note that Pj is calculated before SSB occurs and thus the full 
GWS Higgs doublet must be included. Also, one must be careful that the 
generators are properly normalized when demanding that the coupling 
constants are equal at the unification scale; for example the weak 
hypercharge gkfunction is redefined by fy s 3/5 p'. 
In (40) My is chosen as the lower mass scale since experimental data 
exist for o^(My) (~ 0.12) and 
which are used as input values in the RGB's. Manipulation of the RGB's 
yields 
* r "v'<"u> - 128 ' (43) 
In 
M 
M 
X 
w 
-1 -1/u \ 
% ^  "^i (Mu) = 
l-fy - - I Gy 
(44) 
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It is important to note that My and are insensitive to the number of 
generations, but does depend on ng. Assuming only the particle 
content of the SM (three generations and one Higgs doublet), SU(5) GUTS 
yield the approximate results^^ 
M = 2 X 10^4 GeV , 
u 
+0.003 
X = 0.214 . (45) 
" -0.004 
The predicted value of Xy obviously disagrees with experiment. 
Another experimentally testable prediction of GUTS is that baryon 
number is violated thus allowing protons to decay. The super-heavy gauge 
bosons in SU(5) can connect the quark and lepton members in a given 
representation and reactions such as uu de"*" can occur. Notice that a 
new quantum number is conserved by this process, namely that of B - L 
(baryon - lepton number). The proton decay rate is approximately given 
by 
r ~ -f- , (46) 
»u 
which results in a predicted proton lifetime of Tp = lo29±0'07 yrs in the 
simplest SU(5) models. Numerous experiments^^ have searched for a 
variety of decay modes (the most common channel being p en) with a null 
result and have set a lower bound on the lifetime of Xp > 2 x 10^2 yrs. 
Between this limit and the data on x^, it is clear that standard SU(5) 
GUTS is incompatible with experiment. 
One of the difficulties associated with grand unifies theories in 
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general is the hierarchy problem, i.e., the fact that My » My. It seems 
unnatural that these two mass scales should differ by twelve orders of 
magnitude! The stability of this mass hierarchy is arduous to maintain 
as the superheavy boson contributions to the radiative corrections for 
the W boson propagator will normally generate masses of order AMy ~ oMy. 
In order to ensure that the W remains light, the constants must be 
adjusted, or fine-tuned, during the renormalization such that the terms 
of order 10^^ GeV cancel. Hence the existence of the hierarchy problem 
creates another unnatural situation, that of fine-tuning. 
Supersymmetry 
One solution to the problem of fine-tuning is to introduce 
supersymmetry^ (SUSY) into the theory. SUSY is a global symmetry which 
obeys a graded Lie algebra which is an extension of the Poincare algebra 
under which the SUSY generators satisfy anti-commutation relations and 
are connected to the Poincare generators via both commutation and anti-
commutation relations. These SUSY generators, are Weyl spinors which 
connect bosons and fermions via 
Q^l Fermion) = Boson, Q^| Boson) = Fermion . (47) 
Hence SUSY associates a new particle, called a superpartner or sparticle, 
with every ordinary particle that is present in a theory. Just as it is 
possible to make global Poincare symmetries local (as in General 
Relativity), global SUSY can become a local symmetry and thus includes 
the spartner of the graviton, the gravitino. Hence local SUSY is a 
Supergravity® (SUGRA) theory. Only local SUSY theories can be broken in 
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a phenoraenologically consistent manner (via the super-Higgs mechanism) 
since the breaking of global SUSY necessarily predicts the existence of 
massless fermions which have not been detected. 
N = 1 local SUSY (N is the number of generators, Q^, i = 1, N) 
involves a chiral supermultiplet of matter fields with helicity states 
h = 0, ±1/2 (which includes the ordinary fermions, Higgs scalars, and 
their superpartners), a gauge/vector supermultiplet with h = +1, +1/2 
(the gauge bosons and their spartners), and a gravity supermultiplet with 
h = +2, +3/2 (the gravi ton and gravitino). The nomenclature and quantum 
numbers of the chiral and gauge SUSY partners are presented in Table III. 
There exists a conserved quantum number, R-parity, which distinguishes 
between ordinary (R = +1) and SUSY (R = -1) particles. In exact SUSY 
theories the particles and their superpartners have equal mass, which 
clearly signals that SUSY must be a broken symmetry as superpartners have 
yet to be detected. Note that SUSY also requires the Higgs sector to be 
extended to include an additional iso-doublet to avoid anomalies. 
SUSY solves the fine-tuning problem by cancelling the super-heavy 
contributions to the W boson mass renormalization. For exact SUSY the 
super-heavy and super-heavy-ino vacuum polarization diagrams have exactly 
equal magnitude but opposite sign. Hence renormalization keeps My light 
in exact (global or local) SUSY theories. This is a very compelling 
reason to include SUSY in grand unified models. 
SUSY grand unified theories^? are a simple extension of the non-SUSY 
GUT models. As far as the RGB analysis is concerned the superpartners 
now contribute to the g-functions in the RGBs above the SUSY mass scale. 
One method of including the spartners is to simply extend the summations 
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in (42) over the sparticles as veil as the particles. Or equivalently, 
the coefficients can be changed to (for SU(N) theories) 
PgUSY = J N - Z Tr Tj(F) - Z Tr TJ(S) , (48) 
F S 
and the sums only include the ordinary particles. This change in the 
(B^'s generally has the effect of increasing the unification scale. In 
SUSY SU(5) models the RGB analysis predicts^^ 
M = 2 X 10^* GeV , 
where Mgygy is the mass scale of the SUSY partners. The gauge boson 
mediated proton decay rate yields a lifetime of22 
T . io29±0'07 
P 
M 
SUSY 
2 X 10^4 GeV 
yr . (50) 
Since it is possible that MgusY^^ ~ 10 or larger, these values of x^ and 
certainly Tp are not in conflict with present experimental data. 
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SUPERSTRING-INSPIRED Eg THEORIES 
Eg theories possess a particularly rich phenomenology due to the 
existence of new fermions, gauge bosons, and Higgs scalars, which has 
received a recent thorough review.28 
As discussed in the introduction, each generation of matter must lie 
in the 27-dimensional representation of Eg. Thus it is immediately clear 
that additional fields are needed beyond those expected in each 
generation of the SM in order to complete the Tl_. In terms of the SO(IO) 
and SU(5) subgroups of Eg, the ^  decomposes as^^ 
27 = ( U ,  W) + (^, 5) + ( 1 6 ,  1) + (10, 5) + (^, 5) + (1, 1) . 
Since the 'conventional' fields and the right-handed v are usually 
assigned to the 10+5+1 part of the ^  of SO(IO), the additional 
fields that lie in the 10 + 1 of 50(10) are called exotics. Table IV 
shows the nomenclature and SM quantum numbers of the exotics. 
Given the particle content in the Table, the most general SU(3)c x 
SU(2)L X U(1)Y invariant renormalizable superpotential that one can form 
from these fields alone is given by^O 
W = Wg + + #2 + Wg , 
WQ = X^HQu^ + X^H^Qd^ + )yH^Le^ + + X^DD^S^ , 
Wj = X^Du^e^ + X^LD'^Q + XgV^Dd^ , (51) 
Wg = XgDQQ + X^QD^u^d^ , 
W3 = . 
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The superpotential, W, summarizes all of the gauge group and 
supersymmetry restrictions on couplings. For each term in W there 
correspond Yukawa couplings in which one identifies any two of the three 
fields with the fermion component of the superfield and the third field 
with the scalar component. Generation indices are suppressed but 
understood and intergenerational couplings can lead to new effects. If 
there is more symmetry than that present in the SM, some of the terms in 
W may be absent and the number of independent Xj is reduced. 
Whereas the Eg decomposition into Sc^L^Y dictates the color, 
isospin, and charge assignments of the exotics, their baryon (B) and 
lepton (L) numbers as well as their R-parities are not specified and 
several different assignments are possible. In order to make definite 
assignments of B and L for each of the exotics, not all of the terms in W 
can be simultaneously allowed without low-energy baryon and lepton number 
violation. To avoid AB 94 0 and AL ^ 0 terms, additional symmetries 
beyond S^Z^lY must exist to eliminate certain couplings in W. Such 
symmetries may be discrete (e.g., Z„) or involve new gauge interactions. 
If there are no additional fields beyond those corresponding to the 
usual ng generations then WQ must lead to masses for the charged 
fermions. This can be accomplished by taking B(H, = L(H, = 0 and 
letting H and (the superpartners of H and respectively) play the 
role of the pair of Higgs doublets in the usual SUSY version of the SM. 
<N> and <N^> ^ 0 (together with 2,3 ^ 0) then produces masses for u, 
d, and e. To provide masses for E and D, we must further assume B(S*^) = 
L(SC) = 0 so that <S^> ^ 0 and X/^^^ 0 is possible. Note that just as 
in the usual SUSY model, the Higgs doublet cannot be taken as the 
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superpartner of L since * 0 would violate lepton number (and R-
parity). There are at least three generations of 27s containing Higgs 
fields. However, it is possible to rotate to a basis where only one set 
of the fields obtain non-vanishing vev's. With H, H^, and (and 
possibly playing the role of Higgs fields (case A) there are several 
possible assignments for the exotic field quantum numbers which 
correspond to the vanishing of subsets of the X^. If L(v'^) = -1, as is 
sometimes assumed, three obvious sub-cases occur: 
(Al) Xg = = 0 , B(D) = J , L(D) = 1 , (leptoquark) , 
(A2) Xg = = Xg = 0 , B(D) = - J, L(D) = 0 , (diquark), 
(A3) Xg=Xy=Xg=Xg= X^Q = 0 , B(D) = y , L(D) = 0, (quark). 
If L(v^) = 0 then we must also have Xg = X^i = 0 for case (Al) to prevent 
lepton number (and R-parity) violation. For case (A3), B(D) and L(D) are 
not obviously constrained but for most assignments of these quantum 
numbers D becomes stable which is probably ruled out by cosmological 
considerations. If B(D) = 1/3 and L(D) = 0 however, then D is a 
conventional quark which can mix with d (via <^> # 0) and then decay via 
flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC) or conventional charged currents 
(CC). 
A second possibility (case B), which is somewhat less economical, 
assigns the Higgs fields to a different ^  (or to a ^ ) than those which 
contain the usual fermions. In this case the exotics may be treated as 
ordinary quarks and leptons (apart from their isospin properties) 
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(B) B(D) = l , L(D) = 0, 
B(H, HC, gC) = 0, 
L(H, HC, SC) = + 1 . 
In this case additional doublet and singlet fields are introduced from 
another ^  (or 27) of Eg (with opposite R-parity) so that vev's can 
develop and transform under in a manner identical to the 
multiplets containing neutral fields in case A 
~ L, Hg ~ H (H^ ~ gC), H3 ~ v^, ~ . (52) 
In this case the B and L (and R-parity) conserving superpotential which 
leads to fermion masses takes the general form 
W = o^HgQu^ + OgHgOd^ + + o^H^Le^ + 
+ + o^D^DH^ + o^H^D'^Q + * (53) 
W not only leads to the usual mass terms but also to mixing between 
ordinary fermions and their exotic partners (e.g., e - E, d - D mixing). 
Mixings of this kind allow for the decay of exotic fermions via FCNC, CC, 
and terms in W in a manner similar to case A3. Family indices in (53) 
are again suppressed and further symmetries beyond 3^2^17 can be used to 
eliminate several of the oj. 
Flux-breaking of Eg leads directly to effective strong-electroweak 
groups of rank 5 and 6 at low energies.^0 So if the color group is 
chosen to be SU(3)c at these scales, then the rank-5 model is uniquely 
determined to be 
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SU(3)ç X 80(2)^ X U(l)y X U(l)^ , (54) 
with all the couplings of the additional U(l)^ factor essentially fixed 
(as will be discussed in section II). In the rank-6 case, the relevant 
groups are 
(a) SU(3)Ç X 80(2)^ x 0(1)^ x U(l)' x U(l)" , 
(55) 
(b) SU(3)g X SU(2)j^ X SU(2)' x U(l)' x U(l)" , 
where the primed factors in (a) and (b) are in general unrelated. In 
case (a) the product U(l)' x U(l)" can be taken, without loss of 
generality,31 to be U(l)^ x 0(1)% where U(l)^ and 0(1)% are defined via 
the decomposition 
Eg SO(IO) X U(l)^ 
SU(5) X U(l)^ , (56) 
i.e., U(l)^ and 0(1)% form a basis for any pair of orthogonal abelian 
generators which are orthogonal to the electric charge Q. In case (b) 
there are several interesting possibilities depending on whether or not Q 
is orthogonal to the SU(2)' generators. Two interesting sub-cases are 
(bl) SU(3)c X 80(2)^ X SU(2)% x U^l)^ x U(l)% , 
(b2) SU(3)ç X 50(2)^ X U(l)y x SU(2)j x U(l)' , (57) 
the first of which is the rank-6 version of the Left-Right Symmetric 
Model.32 
For both cases (a) and (b) suitably large vev's could reduce the 
effective low-energy model even further to an effective rank-5 model. 
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For example, in model (a) the following reduction would be obtained 
U(l)^ X U(l)^ U(1)q , (58) 
with 11(1)9 being some linear combination of U(l)^ and 0(1)%. For case 
(b) one can have 
(bl) U(1)L X U(1)R U(l)v _ L + R ' 
(b2) SU(2)j X U(l)' -> SU(2)j , (59) 
Additional U(l) factors beyond that of the SM lead to new neutral 
gauge bosons with flavor diagonal couplings (in the weak basis). 
However, new SU(2) factors lead to an additional pair of conjugate bosons 
(with flavor-changing couplings) beyond the simple new neutral gauge 
boson of the U(l) case. If the SU(2) generators commute with Q, the 
conjugate gauge boson pair is neutral as in the case of SU(2)j; otherwise 
the pair will be charged as is the case for % within the 50(2)% example. 
Consider the rank-6 models of type (a). When the weak iso-singlet 
Higgs field(s) develop its(their) vev's, the gauge fields corresponding 
to U(l)^ and 0(1)% (Z^ and Z^) become massive but are not true mass 
eigenstates since these states can mix. The mass eigenstates are defined 
to be Z' and Z" via 
Z'(0) = Z^cos0 - Z^sinG , 
Z"(e) = Z^cose + Z^sinG , (60) 
with 0 being dependent on the vev's and the gauge couplings, g^^^, 
corresponding to U(l)^^^. Although one could examine the three gauge 
boson system Z, Z', and Z" (Ref. 33) it is much easier to first examine 
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the rank-5 limit, in which Z" becomes significantly more massive than Z'. 
This could either mean that Z" is very heavy with a mass characteristic 
of a large intermediate mass scale (Mj ~ lO^O GeV), the Planck scale, or 
is perhaps relatively light (~ 10 TeV) but yet sufficiently heavy enough 
so that it effectively decouples from both Z and Z'. It is assumed that 
only Z' is still relatively light enough to mix with the Z since one does 
not want to introduce a new hierarchy into the theory without any 
explanation or stability guaranteed by a symmetry. This leaves Z and 
Z'(0) as the neutral gauge bosons within an effective rank-5 model with 
an a priori unknown parameter 0. 
As 0 is varied the identification Z' = Z^ is recovered (model <(/) for 
0=0° and Z' = Z^ (model X) for 0 = -90°. For 0 = sin'l /3/8 (= 37.76°) 
the couplings of the true rank-5 model (n) are recovered. In addition 
for 0 = -sin"l >/5/8 (= -52.24°), Z' can be identified as that which 
couples to the diagonal generator of SU(2)j; in model (b2) in (57), called 
Zj (and correspondingly model I). In the sections that follow we make 
the identification model \p model A, X B, h C, and I -» D. 
To further discuss the properties of the Z' in these models the 
possible mixing between the Z' and Z s Zg^, the neutral gauge boson of 
the SM, must be examined. Their mass matrix is diagonalized by the 
orthogonal transformation 
Z^ = Z cos^ + Z' sin<|> , 
Zg = Z' cos* - Z sin* , (61) 
producing mass eigenstates Z^^ with masses 2 * is dependent on 
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the values of the vev's. This will be discussed for each of the four 
models in section II. The ranges of M2 and ^ are somewhat constrained by 
a variety" of data.l? 
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Table I. Present and future colliders and some of their characteristics 
Name Place Beams Ecm (GeV) Luminosity (cm ^s-l) 
PEP SLAC e+e" 30 4x10^1 
PETRA DESY e+e- 46 1031 
TRISTAN KEK e+e- 60 1031 
SLC SLAC (1988) e+e- 100 1030 
LEP I CERN (1989) e+e- 120 1031 
LEP II CERN (1995?) e+e- 200 1031 
CLIC CERN ( ? )  e+e- 2000 1033 
HERA DESY (1990) ep 314 2X1031 
LHC X LEP CERN ( ? )  ep 1500 2x10^2 
SppS CERN PP 630 2X1030 
Tevatron Fermilab PP 1800 1031 
LHC CERN ( ? )  PP 17X103 1033 
SSC USA (1995?) PP 40x10^ 1033 
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Table II. Various quantum numbers for particles (left-handed states 
only) in the SM 
Color T3L Y/2 Q 
e, M, T 1 -1/2 -1/2 -1 
Ve» Vp' 1 +1/2 -1/2 0 
u, c, (t) 3 +1/2 +1/6 +2/3 
d, s, b 3 -1/2 + 1/6 -1/3 
photon (Y) 1 0 0 0 
W boson 1 ±1 0 ±1 
Z boson 1 0 0 0 
gluon (g) 8 0 0 0 
Higgs (H) 1 ±1/2 ;l/2 0 
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Table III. Nomenclature and SM quantum numbers for the supersymmetric 
particles (left-handed states only) 
Color T3L Y/2 Q 
Sfermions 
slepton 
selectron (ê) 
smu (y) 
s tau (T) 
sneutrino (,w,?) 
squark (u, c, t) 
(d, s, b) 
1 
3 
3 
-1/2 
+1/2 
+1/2 
-1 /2  
-1 /2  
-1/2 
+1/6 
+1/6 
-1 
0 
+2/3 
-1/3 
Gauginos 
photino (Y) 
W-ino (W) 
Z-ino (Z) 
gluino (g) 
1 
1 
1 
8 
0 
±1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
±1 
0 
0 
Higgsinos 
(h°) 
(h±) 
+ 1 /2  
+  1 /2  
- 1 / 2  
+ 1 /2  
0 
±1 
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Table IV. Nomenclature and SM quantum numbers for the Eg exotic fermions 
Color T3L Y/2 Q 
H s 
N ' 
1 
+1/2 -1/2 0 
5 E J L -1/2 -1/2 -1 
f 0 +1/3 + 1/3 
12 • 
m 
' E > 
c 
1 
+1/2 +1/2 + 1 
5 l N L -1/2 +1/2 0 
3 0 -1/3 -1/3 
1 1 s' 1 0 0 0 
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SU(3)  
a 
1 /45-
1 10 10^^ Q(GeV) 
Fig. 1. Behavior and unification of the couplings 
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SECTION II. 
LOW-ENERGY PHENOMENOLOGY OF SOME SUPERSYMMETRIC 
Eg BREAKING PATTERNS 
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ABSTRACT 
We examine several patterns of breaking for supersymmetric and non-
supersymmetric Eg theories that lead to an extra U(l) symmetry which at 
low energies (< 1 TeV) can reveal itself by the existence of an extra Z 
boson. We examine the phenomenological implications of such theories 
including the predictions for the proton lifetime, the electroweak mixing 
angle, and the couplings of all the fermions to the new Z boson. In 
addition we examine the constraints on the mass and width of the second Z 
from the present neutral current and CERN Collider data. This analysis 
is especially relevant in light of recent results from superstring 
theories. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Superstrings^ have recently undergone a great revival due to the 
work of Green and Schwarz^, Apparently, an anomaly free ten dimensional 
theory of Superstrings is possible provided the gauge group is either 
S0(32) (Ref. 3) or Eg x Egr (Ref. 4). These theories have the potential 
of being the unified theory of all the fundamental forces. Of these 
theories the Eg x Eg^ heterotic string theory^ seems to be the most 
phenomenologically promising and has attracted the most attention in the 
literature.5 Below the Planck Scale, the original 10-dimensional theory 
compactifies on a M4 x K manifold to Eg x Eg/. M4 is the usual Minkowski 
space-time and K is a compact 6-dimensional Calabi-Yau^ Kahler manifold, 
a space with SU(3) holonomy. (The SU(3) gauge vector field in the 
decomposition Eg -* SU(3) x Eg becomes the spin connection on the space 
K.) This all follows from the requirement that after compactification 
from 10 to 4 spacetime dimensions there remains an unbroken N = 1 
supersymmetry.7 
In such theories, the low energy (below the Planck Scale, Mpj) 
particles appear as zero energy modes on the manifold K and are neutral 
under the unbroken Eg/. Then the matter coupling to Eg/ can only couple 
to ordinary matter (and vice-versa) by gravitational interactions. Such 
'shadow' matter may account for the missing mass problem in cosmology.& 
Also, in a certain class of theories, the chiral fields are in the ng(27) 
+ 5(27 + 27) representations of Eg with ng and S being calculable in 
terms of topological quantities (the Euler characteristic and the Hodge 
number, respectively). 
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Although these theories are aesthetically pleasing, all of this new 
physics occurs at energies far beyond those which can be probed directly 
with accelerators. 
Apparently, the only way to test Superstring theories is by 
examining the 'low-energy' (energies below the unification scale My) 
predictions of Supersymmetric Eg. To do this we must examine all of the 
large number of patterns which result from Eg. Some of this work has 
already appeared in the literature^ although the emphasis in this work 
has been on ordinary GUTS without the influence of supersymmetry. A full 
analysis of all the symmetry breaking patterns is beyond the scope of 
this section;!® we will limit ourselves to patterns which a) lead to an 
additional U(l)% symmetry below the scale My, and b) pass through the 
usual SU(5). This limits us to four possible breaking patterns which we 
analyze in some detail in this section. 
The outline of this section is as follows. We begin by giving the 
general formalism which we will apply to the four models in question. 
This includes an analysis of the renormalization group equation (RGB) 
^-functions, the gauge boson mass matrix, and the neutral current 
interaction of fermions. We then turn to the individual detailed 
analyses of these models to examine the masses and quantum numbers of all 
the fermions, the Higgs bosons required to break the additional U(l)x 
symmetry (as well as to break the usual SU(2)L x U(1)Y symmetry and give 
masses to all the fermions), and the resulting constraints on the 
additional new Z boson masses. Next we discuss some of the detailed 
phenomenological results from the four models for the properties of the 
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second Z (widths and branching ratios), the weak mixing angle sin^e^, and 
the proton lifetime Tp. Finally we present the results of our analysis 
and our conclusions. 
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BREAKING PATTERN ANALYSIS: GENERAL FORMALISM 
In this section we will consider the following breaking patterns for 
Eg both with and without supersymmetry (SUSY); 
(A) ^ SO(IO) X U(l,x ^  ^ ^ ' 
M„ «X «„ 
(B) Ej SO(IO) SU(5) X U(l)x ^  - 3,1^„ , 
N„ "x "w 
(C) Eg ^  SU(6) SU(5) X  U( l ) x  ^  3,2,1,1% ^  3,2^1^ -  3^X^„ ,  
"u "x "w 
(D) Eg -» SU(6) X SU(2)jj -* SU(5) x 0(1)% -» 3j.2j^l^ljj 
"u 
7'Wï";;Vein-
"x "w 
Note that in all cases, above the mass scale M^ the effective weak 
interaction theory contains an extra Z boson whose properties will be 
quite sensitive to the origin of the new U(l)% symmetry group. Also, as 
discussed above, we limit ourselves to the case of a single intermediate 
breaking scale, Mjj, which is not far above that of My. The equations 
governing the running coupling constants are given by (for properly 
normalized generators) 
a"^ (My) = % + Oi - ^)X] , (2) 
where is the unification coupling constant U s In My/My and X s In 
Mjj/My. is the value of the appropriate 3 function above (below) 
the scale M^. The value of the new U(l)% coupling constant, a^, 
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evaluated at its breaking scale Mjj is 
- b • (3) 
where the subscript N signals that the U(l) generator has been 
2 2 2 2 
normalized in the usual way: Tr = Tr 1^^= Tr 1^^= Tr ly If we used 
the non-renormalized generator and read the couplings off from the tables 
in Slansky's work^l we must replace Eq. (3) by 
(H^) =K(«-1 - 1^6^ (U-X)J (4) 
with 
K 3 Tr I^/Tr . (5) 
Evidently, the strength of the couplings to the second Z will be 
sensitive to the value of K in each case considered. 
Proceeding with the usual one-loop RGB analysis we find that 
U = D"^ I2ll (oT^ - 8/3 a"^) - ZX] , 
em s 
^ -1 -151^ -  <4 -  4» ' (6) 
where 
D = 8/3 + 5/3 , (7) 
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z 3 8/3 -  ff) -  -  e>) _ ^ (e< _ e^) .  <? cont.) 
Under Eg -> SU(5) the ^  of Eg is decomposed as (the subscript denoting 
their origin within SO(IO) representations) 
27 (1 + 5 +10)jg + (5 + 5)jq + 1 , (8) 
where the (5 + 10)i6 in the first parenthesis is the usual single 
generation of fermions. What are the masses of the remaining fermions? 
This question is critical in evaluating the various functions. As we 
will see below, in patterns A, C, and D, (1 + 5 + 10)ig receives mass 
at the scale My while (5 + 5)io and 1^ get masses at the scale In 
pattern B, however, (5 + 10)ig get masses at My while l^g gets a mass at 
the Mjj scale and the (5 + 5)IQ + 1^ are superheavy with mass ~ 0(My) and 
do not contribute to the renormalization group equations. Thus the 
various (3 functions can be written as 
Non-SUSY; 
= 11 - 4/3 ng , 
= 22/3 - 4/3 n^ - 1/6 T^ , (9) 
= - 4/3 ng _ 1/10 T< , 
9% = - 2 "g - 65% Tx ' 
For ^ we let 4/3 n -> 2 n and t5 T^in cases A, C, and D but only 
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ïf -» Tj^in case B. 
SUSY; 
^ ° "g ' 
= 6 -2 „ - T< , 
g  
(10) 
= - 2 n _ 3/5 T< , 
(3jj = 3 n_- T„/K„ . 
g 
•g - ïy'-x 
For pu we let 2 n -> 3 n and if -> in cases A, C, and D but only 
1 6 6 11 
Tj -> Tj in case B. In writing down these equations for SUSY we have 
already included the 'doubling' of the number of each Higgs field 
representation which is needed for anomaly cancellation. The T^'s 
represent the Higgs boson contribution to the (3 function; as we will see 
below, in all cases and = T^. 
In all the cases we will examine below we will see that the only 
Higgs boson fields necessary to produce particle masses and break all the 
symmetries are either iso-doublets or iso-singlets. This implies that 
My = M^ and the neutral gauge boson mass matrix takes the form 
(remembering that the U(l)% generator Ijj is orthogonal to the electric 
charge Q) 
= M^XSM) 
1 X/2 A 
X/2A (X/2)^B 
(11)  
where 
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X = 4g^ coseyg (12) 
and A and B are ratios of vacuum expectation values. The interactions of 
the two physical Z bosons with fermions is 
^nc " 2c ^3R " ~ ^3R^^5^ ^ 
w 
+ ^[(XL + -  (^L -  X) f  ,  (13)  
with 
Z s cos* + ZgSin* , 
X s ZgCos* - Z^sin* , 
tan2<t> H ^ . (14) 
(X/2)^ B - 1 
Here Zi^2 are the mass eigenstates and XL(R) are eigenvalues of U(l)x for 
the left (right)-handed part of the fermion f. Table I shows a complete 
listing of these quantum numbers for each of the models under 
consideration here as extracted from the work of Slansky.^^ Thus, in 
order to completely determine the neutral current interactions of 
fermions in each model we need only to calculate A, B, and X. Both X 
and, of course, x^ are directly calculable from the RGB. 
The eigenvalues of the above mass matrix are given by 
a  =  
+  
"1. 2  
M2(SM) 
=  f  ( 1  +  BX^/4) ± i  [(1 -  8x2/4)2 + xV]^^2 (15) 
and thus if Z^ is to be identified with the gauge boson observed at the 
CERN Colliderl2 clearly we must have 
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- 'lit • 7 • (IG) 
"w 
Since Pg^p is close to unity, this clearly constrains the ratios of 
vacuum expectation values appearing in the above eigenvalue equation. As 
we will see the p parameter constraint will give lower bounds on the mass 
of Z2- Once M2 is bounded from below in this way we can examine other 
neutral current processes for possible further constraints. For example 
in the <|) -> 0 limit the neutrino-fermion effective interaction takes the 
form 
2 
G M 
•-eff - ;|%(l-r5)vf/([(l3,.l3j- 2x„Q) . (V4)2 ^  x^) 
- Y5II3L-I3R+ f (17) 
"2 
in obvious notation. We can constrain M2 further by requiring that the 
2 2 2 V 
combination (A/4) M1/M2 x^ to be only a small contribution to the neutral 
current couplings in comparison to the Standard Model result.Recall 
that both and A are given by the GUT analysis. We will consider these 
constraints for each of the cases to be studied below. 
We note that we will assume the existence of only three light 
(masses < My) generations in the numerical results we will present. 
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SPECIFIC MODELS 
Let us now consider the individual patterns as shown in Eq. (2). 
Pattern A 
In this case Eg breaks down to SO(IO) x 0(1)^ via a 78 of Higgs; 
this breaks further in the usual way via a 45 or 210 of SO(IO) down to 
3C2L1Y* Under SO(IO) x U(l)^ we have, for each generation, 
27 1^ + 10_2  + 16^ [S0(10)]u( i ) ^  . (18) 
The subscript is the value of the U(1)A generator. Since none of the 
fermions are singlets they remain massless at the scale My. Now per 
generation 
Tr = Tr 1^^ = 3/5 Tr (Y/2)^ = ^  Tr = 3 (19) 
s o = 24. 
What is the absolute minimal Higgs structure necessary to give 
masses to all the fermions in Eq. (18)? In SO(IO) x 11(1)^ language the 
simplest mass terms in the Lagrangian take the form 
L^= C^ l^-l^'H^ + Cg 10_2'10_2"H2 + Cg lô^'lô^-H^ + h.c. , (20) 
where C^ are constants. This implies 
"l = ^-8 ' 
Hg = (1/45/54)^4 ' (21) 
» 
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= (10/120/126)_2 , (21 cont.) 
where /'s signify a possible choice among the SO(IO) representations. 
Note that the 0(1)^ quantum numbers are fixed for all the H^. Choosing 
the simplest possible Higgs structure with only iso-doublets and iso-
singlets leads to the following assignments under 
= (1,  1,  0,  -8) ,  
Hg = (1, 1, 0, 4) , (22) 
H3 = (1, 2, 1/2, -2) . 
These are the minimal fields needed to break 2l1y1a lem well as give 
all the fermions masses. Note that when both or either of or H2 
obtain a vev only 1^ is broken. (All of these fields undergo "doubling" 
in the case of SUSY.) This implies, as stated in the last section that 
the 1 + 10 of SO(IO) obtain masses at and justifies our choice of 3 
function in Eqs. (9) and (10). 
In our RGB analysis we employ the extended survival hypothesis in 
that all other Higgs fields other than obtain superheavy masses of 
order M^. This also implies that the fields 81^2 get masses of order 
while H3 is of order My since it is needed to give masses to the usual 
gauge bosons and fermions. Further, minimal fine tuning forces us to 
consider only one (two) Higgs field of each type (if we employ SUSY). 
This means Tj^ = = Tj^ and Ty = Ty = Ty and 
\ - "3- Ty - 1 * 
T^ = 2 [64n^ + ISng + Sn^) = 176 
(23) 
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We now see that from Eqs. (6) and (7) 
(g< - - (e< - = 0 , 
Z = 0 , 
(24) 
which greatly simplifies the analysis. Since (i) D is insensitive to the 
existence of the U(l)^ symmetry and (ii) the ng dependence is absent in D 
we recover, essentially, the standard Sll(5) results: 
x^ = 0.214 , 
U = 28.51 , 
0^^ = 32.7 + , 
(25) 
and 
a^^(M^) = 1571 + 35.3 X , ( 2 6 )  
which implies, e.g.. 
X = 
0.468 , 
0.457 , 
"A " "w ' 
"A = 10 
(27) 
Likewise, for the SUSY case we have 
X = 0.236 , 
U = 31.84 , 
= 9.94 + I II 1 X , 
(28) 
a^l(M^) = 2225 - 50.3 X , 
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and 
X = 
0.407 , M. = M,, , 
A W (29) 
0.419 , = 10 My . 
The Z boson mass matrix takes the form (11) with A = 2, B = 4(1 + y), and 
4v^ + 16vJ 
y  =  — Ô — -  •  ( 3 0 )  
^3 
The constraint from the present value of the p parameter leads to 
y > 
99 + 0.99/)? , 1.00 < p < 1.01 , 
2 (31) 
49 + 0.98/X , 1.00 < p < 1.02 . 
Table II shows the results of our analysis for several cases of interest. 
We see that for fixed p increasing the effective U(1)A breaking scale by 
an order of magnitude produces only a small decrease in the lower bound 
on M2. The SUSY influence is a bit stronger, approximately a 10% effect. 
Allowing p to be as large as 1.02 in the SUSY scenario we see that M2 can 
be as low as 280-290 GeV - about three times the mass of the SM Z boson. 
Note that if v? = v? = v^ we find v/v» > 2.3 which is consistent with M. 
i z i ~ A 
being slightly larger than My. 
In all cases we have examined we have found that 
"2 
sin^<t) < 2.3-10 ^ 
(32)  
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which verifies our expectations that mixing between the two neutral gauge 
bosons is small and that the new U(l)^ interactions does not greatly 
modify the low-energy neutral current phenomenology of the SM. Only at 
energies higher than those presently attainable will such effects become 
observable. 
Pattern B 
In this case Eg breaks to SU(5) x U(1)B via SO(IO). Under 
Eg -> SU(5) X U(l)g we find that the 27 decomposes as 
where the subscript is the value of the 0(1)^ generator. Clearly the Iq 
and 52 + 5_2 fermions obtain masses at the SU(5) breaking scale My. 
Since the fermion 1_5 is a singlet it receives its mass at Mg while 
the remaining 5^ + 10_I of fermions obtain masses only at My. These are 
the usual fermions of standard SU(5). Now we find 
so Kg = 40. The absolute minimal Higgs sector necessary to give masses 
to all these fermions can be obtained from the Lagrangian 
27 ^  Iq + (5%+ Sg) + (1_5 + 5] + 10_^) (33) 
Tr I3 = Tr I3 = 3/5 Tr (Y/2)^ = ^  Tr = 2 (34) 
+ Cg I qVl + h.c (35) 
which implies that 
= (5/45)_2 , 
Hg = <5/45/50)2 ' (36) 
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^3 " 1+10 ' 
where /'s separate possible choices as in the previous case. Choosing 
the simplest possible Higgs structure using iso-doublets and iso-singlets 
only leads to the following light Higgs assignment of quantum numbers 
under S^Zj^Xyle: 
Hi = Hg = (1, 2, -1/2, -2) , 
H3 = (1, 1, 0, +10) , 
(37) 
i.e., we see that H2 is simply the field conjugate to Hj. These are the 
minimal fields necessary to break 2L1Y1B ^em give masses to the 
light fermions. Again, using the extended survival hypothesis and the 
assumption of fine tuning we find that 
= Ty = n^ = 1 , 
(38) 
Tg = lôn^ + 200 n^ = 216 , 
so that we again find the relations in Eq. (24) to be valid. 
We now follow the procedure as in case A and we find the following 
results: 
Non-SUSY: 
X = 0.214 , 
U = 28.51 , 
= 41.76 , 
X = 
0.367 , Mg = My , 
0.372 , Mg = 10 My , 
Og^Mg) = 2560 - 31.2 X , (39) 
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SUSY: 
= 0.236 , 
U = 28.51 , 
oT^ = 25.14 , 
-1  0^ (Mg) = 3113 - 66.2 X . 
X = 
0.344 , 
0.353 , 
"B = "w ' 
MB = 10 My , 
The Z boson mass matrix takes the standard form (11) with A = -2, B = 
4(1 + y) with the definition 
y s 25 v^/Vj . (40) 
This is the same form as obtained in the previous case and so again we 
arrive at Eq. (31). Table III shows the results of analysis of this 
model for several cases of interest. If we compare with the results in 
Table II we see that the values of y^in not appreciably altered but 
the lower limits derived for M2 are significantly lower in case B. We 
see that unlike case A we find that increases with increasing Mg 
but, of course, decreases as we allow p to increase. We note that for 
y < 100 we find v^/v^ > 2 as before so that the assumption that 
Mg = 1 - 10 My is self-consistent. 
We also find that 
"1 V 1 
< 3.3-10"^ , 
L -
sin^* < 3.2-10 ^ 
(41) 
These values are comparable to those in Eq. (32) and show that Z - X 
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mixing is small and that low energy neutral current data are not greatly 
Influenced by the additional U(l)g symmetry. The implication of this 
breaking pattern will be discussed below. 
Pattern C 
In this case Eg breaks to SU(6) and subsequently to SU(5) x U(1)Q: 
Eg —> SU(2)j X SU(6) SU(6) SU(5) x U(l)^ 
321 • 1_ -» 321 , 
etc. We see that under SU(5) x U(1)Q the ^  decomposes as 
^ (2, 6) + (1, 15) 
-> 2 (5_^ + I5) + (5 4 + lOg) , 
(42) 
where, as usual, the subscript is the eigenvalue of the U(1)Q generator. 
Since there are no SU(5) x U(l)c singlet fermion fields all of the 
fermions in Eq. (42) have masses below My. Thus 
Tr = Tr = 3/5 Tr ( Y / l j  = g^Tr = 3 (43) 
or Kg = 60. The fermion assignments are thus, for a given generation, of 
the form 
-1 
lOg = 
' V -
> e > 
' u ' 
> d , 
c c 
+ "L + *L ' 
-1 
V' 
le' ; 
( V' ' 
. e' , 
+ d' 
L ' 
+ ' (44) 
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As one can see the easiest way of choosing a minimal Higgs sector in this 
model is to combine 5_i and I5 to obtain the usual Dirac v and combine 
5_i with 5_4 to obtain a second Dirac neutrino that would become 
superheavy if U(l)c were broken at a large scale. In this case 
remains as a Majorana field and is given mass separately. 
The minimal Higgs sector then follows from the Lagrangian 
\ = ^1 lOz'lOz'Hi + C2 5_1.lO2.H2 + C3 l5'5_i.H, 
+ C, 5 , '5,'H, + Crr Ic'lc'Hc + h.c. , 
H^ = (1, 1, 0, 5) , 
H3 = (1, 1, 0, -10) 
(45) 
4 -1 "4 4 "5 5 "5 "5 
and thus 
Hj = (5/45/50)_^ , 
Hg = (5/45)_j , 
H3 = 5_^ , (46) 
H4 . (l/24)+5 , 
"5 " 1-10 • 
The simplest choice in each case yields only iso-doublets and iso-
singlets and the following assignments under 3211^ 
H^ = H3 = (1, 2, 1/2, -4) , 
Hg = (1, 2 ,  -1/2, -1) , 
(47)  
These are the minimal fields needed to break 3211q symmetry down to 
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U(l)e^. As before we find that minimal fine tuning plus the survival 
hypothesis dictates 
= Ty = n^ + ng = 2 , 
Tg = 64 n^ + 4 ng + 50 + 200 n^ = 318 
(48) 
Performing the RGB analysis we find the following 
Non-SUSY: 
X = 0.218 , 
U = 28.09 , 
oT^ = 32.38 + X/n , 
= 3789 - 46.6 X ; 
SUSY 
X = 
0.304 , 
0.308 , 
"c " "w ' 
"c = 10 My , 
(49) 
= 0.258 , 
U = 28.94 , 
a~^ = 9.99 + 3X/2II , 
-1 
= 4552 - 107.9X . 
X = 
0.293 , 
0.302 , 
"c ~ "w ' 
Mc . 10 M, , 
The gauge boson mass matrix takes on the form (11) with A and B given by 
A = 
B = 
'*"1 -  "2 
2 2 ' 
^ + ^2 
16vj + Vg + 25v^ + lOOVg 
(50) 
which is obviously too complex to analyze directly. We consider the 
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9  9  limiting case where <Hi> = <H2> = Vj, = <H5> = Vg and x = vVx^ is 
the only free parameter. Then A = 3/2 and B = 17/2(1 + 125x/17) and we 
arrive at a new variation of Eq. (31) 
*min 
3.464 + 0.0634?X , 
1.664 + 0.0627^X , 
P = 1.01 , 
P = 1.02 . 
(51) 
Using the analysis of Section II we find the results shown in Table IV 
together with 
V 
16 „2 
"2 
< 1.6-10-3 , 
sin^* < 8.2-10 3 
(52) 
We see that, like the other cases, the value of x is consistent with 
Mq = 1 ~ 10 My and that there should be little modification of the SM 
neutral current predictions based on Eq. (52). Table IV shows that the 
limits on the mass of the second Z boson from the p parameter analysis 
are significantly lower in this case than in those previously examined. 
Pattern D 
In the last pattern we will examine Eg breaking to SU(6) x SU(2)d 
and subsequently to SU(5) x U(1)Q: 
EG SU(6) X SU(2)P -> SU(5) X 0(1)^  
(53) 
—> 321 • 1 —> 321 —> SU(3)r x U(l) 
"u "d "y 
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such that under SU(5) x U(l)p the 27 of Eg decomposes as 
27 -> (2, 6) + (1, 15) 
+  1 , +  5  + 1 
'1/2 " '•1/2 " •'-1/2 -1/2 + ^0 " -""0 ' 5„ + 10, 
(54) 
where the subscript reflects the value of the U(1)D quantum number of the 
various representations. Since there are no SU(5) x U(l)i) singlet 
fermion fields, all of the particles in the 27 are massless at the scale 
My. Thus 
Tr I3Ç = Tr = 3/5 Tr(Y/2)^ = Tr = 3 (55) 
or KQ = 1. Clearly, this case in quite different from those previously 
examined in that the U(1)Q coupling constant is already normalized in the 
proper fashion. The fermion assignments are thus, for a given 
generation, of the form 
IOQ -
I d 
c c 
+ "L + =L ' 
-1/2 
r \\f 
l e' J 
'1 /2  
' V ' 
V e j, Sq -
' V' "1^ 
> e' j. 
+ d'L' (56) 
^1/2 " \ ' 1-1/2 " 
As we can see the easiest way to give masses to these fermions is from 
the interaction 
" ^ 1 ^ ^ 2 ^ 1/2'1^0'^2 S ^l/2'll/2'"3 
^ ^4 l-l/2*l-l/2'^4 S ^0'^-1/2'S h.c. , 
(57) 
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so that 
= (5/45/50)q , 
Hg = (5/45)_j/2 ' 
H3 = 5_i , (58) 
= ll , 
H5 = (1/24)^/2 • 
As usual we take the simplest choice in each case and remain with iso-
doublets and iso-singlets. Thus, under 3211]) we find 
= (1, 2, 1/2, 0) , 
Hg = (1, 2, -1/2, -1/2) , 
H3 = (1, 2, 1/2, -1) , (59) 
= (1 ,  1 ,  0 ,  1 )  ,  
H3 = (1, 1, 0, 1/2) 
as the minimal set of Higgs fields needed to break the 3211^ symmetries 
and give masses to the full 22 of fermions. Clearly the IOq, 5i/2, and 
I1/2 obtain masses at the scale My, while the 5Q, 5_i/2, and l_i/2 states 
obtain masses at Mp. 
Applying the constraints of minimal fine tuning and the survival 
hypothesis we then find that 
~ ~ "1 ^  "2 ^  "3 ~ ^  ' 
~ "2 ^ 4n3 + 2n^ + ^ n^ = 15/2 . 
(60) 
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The usual RGB analysis yields the results 
Non-SUSY; 
= 0.222 , 
U = 27.68 , 
= 32.09 + X/Jl , 
X = 
r2.35 , Mo = My , 
2.39 , "D = 10 "w ' 
-1 
oy = 64.03 - 0.836 X ; 
SUSY: 
(61)  
= 0.276 , 
U = 26.53 , 
-1 
= 9.99 + 3X/2n , 
X = 
f 2.67 , 
2.34 , 
"d ' "w ' 
Mp = 10 My , 
-1  
°b = 79.66 - 2.159X 
The Z boson mass matrix takes the form (11) with 
A = 
B = 
-1/2 "l * "3 
9 9 9 9 
1/4 (Vg + v^) + Vg + 
" 2 2 2 
^1 + ^2 + ^3 
( 6 2 )  
which is again too complex to analyze. We consider the limiting case 
2 2 
= Vg = Vg = Vj , and , such that (x = V^/Vj) 
A = 1/6 , 
B = 5/4 (1 + x) 
(63) 
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We then find that the p parameter constraint on x leads to 
11/9 + 3.17/X' 
1/9 + 3.14/X^ 
2 p = 1.01 , 
(64) 
p = 1.02 
and to the results in Table V which are comparable to those for the 
previous case. There is, however, a difference in this case since we 
find 
i.e., the mixing is slightly larger, therefore the modification of 
neutral current predictions is potentially large. If we want to maintain 
the successful predictions of the SM, the value of M2 must be 
significantly larger than that obtained from the p parameter analysis, 
clearly M2 must be roughly a factor of 3 times larger than that suggested 
by this constraint, implying masses in the 500-800 GeV region. This 
clearly distinguishes this model from all the others. 
The basic reason for this is clear; in the previous cases the value 
of Kx was large, implying a small value of the coupling at low energies 
(X^ = 0.1). In this model % = 1, so that very large X^ (= 5) are 
obtained, forcing the ratio in Eq. (65) to be large. This can only be 
overcome by increasing the lower limit on M2 from the p parameter 
analysis by a sizable factor. This can reduce the result (65) by more 
than an order of magnitude. No new light gauge boson (i 1/2 TeV) is 
expected in this model. 
i- x,^  < 0.06 
(65) 
sin^* < 0.01 
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SOME PHENOMENOLOGY 
Z9 Boson Phenomenology 
In the analysis of the proceeding two sections we were able to 
establish lower bounds on the mass of the Z2, the couplings of all 
fermions to Z2, and the value of the new U(l)% coupling constant 
evaluated at M^. Using this information we can make some remarks about 
the total Z2 width as well as various branching ratios in each of the 
models A-D. 
If the coupling of a fermion f to Z2 is given by 
I 8% f V5)f Z2w ' (66) 
2 2 then, neglecting terms of order m^/Mg we find 
2^ 
r<Z2 ^  «> - "c <"£ + • (67) 
where N<, is the number of colors of the fermion f. Now gx(Mx) is known 
and Vf and af are calculable from Table I, 
Vf 5 (X;_ • , 
- ==R'f ' 
(68) 
SO that Mg^rXZ ff) is completely calculable in each of the above 
models. 
As an example, we calculate the minimum and maximum value of the 
leptonic branching ratio of Z2. These extremes result from considering 
none or all of the new particles beyond the 1 + 5 + 10 as having masses 
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satisfying 2mf < M2 so that they can be pair produced in Z2 decay. If 
all of the new states satisfy 2mf < M2 the value of r(Z2 all) increases 
substantially resulting in a decrease in the leptonic branching ratio. 
When 2mf > M2 for all the new states, the total width r(Z2 -> all) will be 
minimized, resulting in a maximum leptonic branching ratio. The results 
are shown in Table VI for the ratio 
r(Z ^ 1+1") 
®1 " rCZg all) 
for the different models (without SUSY). The second value in the 
parentheses reflects the possibility for 2m > M„, and n is the number 
generations (which we assume to be light compared to M2). (For SUSY 
models, if all the SUSY partner masses satisfy 2m < M2 we simply multiply 
the value of each denominator by a factor of 1.5.) 
As can be seen from the table, no two models have the same allowed 
ranges for although models A and C as well as B and D have the same 
B^. while A and B have the same B^ . An experimental measurement of 
mm max 
the mass and width of Z2 would clearly distinguish the various models. 
In Table VII we show the extreme values of the total width of Z2 for 
each of models A-D. In the non-SUSY cases we have made the same 
assumptions as in the calculation of the leptonic branching ratios. In 
the case with SUSY, we have included all the SUSY partners as well as the 
additional 12 fermions in the in the calculation of . For 
both of the contributions were excluded. As one can see, r^ax^^2 is 
quite model independent in both the SUSY and non-SUSY cases. Recall that 
for the SM Z boson we have r/M2 =0.03. a value larger than that 
obtainable in all of the models considered here. Thus a signal (although 
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weak) for an Eg breaking pattern with SU(5) x 0(1)% intermediate symmetry 
is a fairly narrow second Z. Using the other values of the quantum 
numbers listed in Table I, together with the calculated values of the 
U(l)% coupling constant, further analyses can be made such as production 
cross sections, etc. These are beyond the scope of this section. 
Proton Lifetimes and Values 
In any model where the proton decays through gauge boson couplings 
(reflecting themselves in dimension-six operators) the ratio of the 
prediction for proton lifetime in the model to that of standard SU(5) is 
given by 
I-
M 
u 
2*10^^GeV ) 
(42 (70) 
In theories where protons decay through scalar couplings associated with 
dimension-five operators (such as in SUSY theories) we find the same 
ratio given by 
M x2 
L 7'lO^^GeV ) 
(71) 
Examining all of the values of U(= In M^/My) obtained for the four 
models in question (Eqs. (25), (28), (39), (49), and (60)) we see that 
the ratios (70) and/or (71) are always < 1. This would imply that 
additional mechanisms need to be called upon in each of these models to 
sufficiently increase Tp in order to agree with the present experimental 
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limits.14 Models A and B yield exactly the same predictions for My and 
sin^G^ as the standard SU(5) and SUSY-SU(5) models. Thus to "save" 
models A and B we need new physics beyond the mass scale My. 
Models C and D are in poor agreement with the experimental data on 
x^ and Tp if SUSY is used. In these two cases we find M^ to be too small 
while Xy in too large. Without SUSY, however, both these models compare 
quite favorably with the experimental data. 
Clearly one must go beyond the models analyzed here if one is to 
reconcile the predicted values of x^ and Tp with their experimental 
values. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
We have examined four distinct breaking patterns of Eg breaking, 
both with and without Supersymmetry, that yield SU(3)C x SU(2)L x U(l)y x 
U(l)x as an intermediate energy group. We have paid particular attention 
to the possibility of 0(1)% symmetry breaking not far above the ordinary 
electroweak scale (= 100 GeV). This would imply a new relatively light 
(il TeV) additional z" gauge boson beyond the one usually associated 
with the Standard Model. 
For each of these models we have calculated sin^G^, My, as well as 
the unification coupling constant o^. In addition we have calculated the 
value of the new U(l)% coupling constant. This analysis, together with 
data on the p parameter from UAl and UA2 have been used to constrain the 
mass of the second Z. In three out of four models examined these limits 
could not be improved upon by a consideration of low-energy neutral 
current data. We have also constrained the value of the mixing angle 
between the two neutral gauge bosons and found it to be small in most 
cases. 
In all the cases examined, the predicted values of the proton 
lifetime is less than or equal to that of the prediction of the usual 
SU(5) or SUSY-SU(5), and the values of sin^G^ were found to be a bit too 
large in the cases with SUSY. Clearly new physics needs to be introduced 
in order to obtain agreement with experiment for these cases. 
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In conclusion, we have analyzed four breaking patterns of Eg which 
predict new physics beyond the SM. These results are important in light 
of recent findings from Superstring theory. A great deal of analysis of 
the phenomenological predictions of such theories is clearly needed. 
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Table I. Values of the left- and right-handed U(l)% quantum numbers for 
all the fermions in a 27 of Eg in Models A-D 
A B CD 
XI XR XL XR XL XR XL XR 
1 0 3 0 -1 0 1/2 0 
SL 1 0 3 0 -1 0 1/2 0 
dR 0 -1 0 -3 0 -1 0 -1/2 
UR 0 -1 0 1 0 -2 0 0 
GR 0 -1 0 1 0 -2 0 0 
"L 1 0 -1 0 2 0 0 0 
dL 1 0 -1 0 2 0 0 0 
0 -1 0 5 0 -5 0 -1/2 
t  
-2 0 -2 0 -1 0 -1/2 0 
t  
SL -2 0 -2 0 -1 0 -1/2 0 
dR 0 2 0 2 0 1 0 1/2 
4 0 2 0 -2 0 4 0 0 
eR 0 2 0 -2 0 4 0 0 
4 -2 0 2 0 -4 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 5 0 -1/2 0 
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Table II. Values of and with p = 1.01 or 1.02 for model A 
p = 1.01 p = 1.02 
fmin "3*" (GeV) fmin (3=*) 
Non-SUSY 
= My 103.5 445.3 53.5 321.7 
Ma = 10 Hy 103.7 434.7 53.7 314.4 
SUSY 
M^ = My 105.0 390.1 54.9 283.6 
MA = 10 My 104.7 400.2 54.6 290.6 
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Table III. Same as Table II but for model B 
p = 1.01 P = 1.02 
^min m"^" (GeV) ^mln Mg^" (GeV) 
Non-SUSY 
II 106.4 353.6 56.3 258.6 
Mg = 10 My 106.2 358.3 56.1 261.8 
SUSY 
II 107.4 333.5 57.3 244.8 
Mg = 10 My 107.0 341.3 56.9 250.2 
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Table IV. Same as Table II but for model C 
p = 
*min 
1.01 
Mg^" (GeV) 
P = 
X . 
min 
1.02 
M^^" (GeV) 
Non-SUSY 
3
 
O
 II 4.15 231.3 2.35 176.3 
Mq = 10 My 4.13 234.1 2.33 178.1 
SUSY 
Me = My 4.20 224.8 2.39 172.1 
Mç = 10 My 4.16 230.2 2.35 175.5 
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Table V. Same as Table II but for model D 
P = 1.01 P = 1.02 
*min Mgi" (GeV) ^min Mg^" (GeV) 
Non-SUSY 
II 1.80 204.5 0.68 158.9 
MQ = 10 My 1.78 207.0 0.66 160.5 
SUSY 
II 1.67 226.5 0.55 173.2 
MQ = 10 My 1.80 203.8 0.68 158.4 
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Table VI. Extreme values of the leptonic branching ratios for Z2 decay 
in models A-D 
Model B^. 
mm max 
A l/36ng l/8ng (1/7.5ng r) 
B l/12ng l/8ng (1/5.5nj 
C l/36ng l/14ng (l/9ng) 
D l/12ng l/6ng (l/5ng) 
Table VII. Extreme values of the reduced total width for Z2 in models A-
D both with and without SUSY 
Non-SUSY SUSY 
Model ^^^2 Imin ^^^2 imax ^^^2 Imin ^^^2 Imax 
A 4.8x10-3 2.3x10-2 3.4x10-3 2.4x10-2 
B 1.1x10-2 2.3x10-2 8.8x10-3 2.9x10-2 
C 4.9x10-3 2.4x10-2 4.9x10-3 3.0x10-2 
D 9.8x10-3 2.3x10-2 7.9x10-3 2.8x10-2 
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SECTION III. 
TWO-BODY HADRONIC DECAYS OF EXOTIC QUARKS IN Eg THEORIES 
We explore the possibility that the exotic Q = -1/3, color triplet, 
iso-singlet fermion (D) present in Eg theories may have a sizeable two-
body hadronic decay mode; D -> d+g, where d is the usual down quark and g 
is a gluon. This process proceeds via a class of one loop penguin-type 
diagrams. If the mass of the D (MQ) exceeds that of the W boson, then it 
is easy to see that the branching ratio for the above decay is 
negligible. A more interesting case occurs when 23 < Mp < 82 GeV for 
which we find branching ratios for this process of order a few percent. 
This two jet decay mode may be a clear signal for D production. 
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EXOTIC QUARK TWO-BODY DECAY 
A revival of interest in the phenomenology of Eg grand unified 
theories (GUTS)l has resulted from Superstring theory.% Green and 
Schwarz have observed that ten dimensional string theories are anomaly 
free^ and can describe chiral fermions if the gauge group is EgxEg'.^ 
When compactified to four dimensions, assuming that N=1 Supersymmetry is 
maintained (to handle the hierarchy problem), and that the compactified 
manifold is simply connected, we arrive at Eg as the effective GUT. 
Eg phenomenology is particularly rich due to the existence of new 
gauge bosons as well as exotic fermions (i.e., non-standard fermions not 
falling into the usual generation pattern). In Eg, each generation of 
fermions is assigned to the ^  dimensional representation. The ^  
contains the usual 16 of SO(IO) as well as 11 new fields which correspond 
to the exotic fermions. In this section we are interested in one of 
these exotic fermions, D, which is a Q = -1/3, color triplet, iso-singlet 
particle. As discussed in our earlier work^'^ D decays via the usual W 
emission or by flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC) via the Z®. In 
both cases this decay occurs by mixing of the D with the usual down (d) 
quark. Thus, in the absence of mixing, D is stable. If D is 
sufficiently light (Mg i 100 GeV) the Tevatron, LEP II, and the 
Superconducting Super Collider (SSC) will be copious sources of D quarks. 
A possible signal for D production in this mass range is D ^ 2 jets. 
This results from the subprocess 0 ^  dg, where g is a gluon. This 
process arises from a class of one loop diagrams shown in Fig. 1. Data 
from PEP and PETRA^ place a lower limit on Mp of = 23 GeV. If Hp is more 
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more massive than the W boson (My = 82 GeV) then the decay D ^  Wu will 
proceed much faster than the higher order process D dg. In this case 
the branching ratio for the D dg process is tiny. However, when 
MQ < My, D decay occurs through a second order weak process, e.g., D -> 
ulv. Since D dg is also second order in the weak coupling constant the 
branching ratio for this process should be reasonably large, on the order 
of a few percent. Therefore we will assume in our analysis that MQ lies 
in the range 23 < MQ < 82 GeV. In addition we will see that the ratio R 
= r(D dg)/r(D -> ul'^ is independent of the mixing between D and d. 
Returning to Fig. 1, we must ask what particles play the role of the 
virtual particles X and q. If X is a W boson then obviously q must be a 
Q = +2/3 quark (u,c,t). However, if X is a neutral gauge boson then q is 
a Q = -1/3 quark (d, s, b, D, S, B, where S and B are the exotic partners 
of the s and b quarks). Note that the neutral gauge boson contribution 
is present only if FCNC exist, such as in Eg theories.® In the low 
energy limit, Eg can lead to the existence of two neutral gauge bosons^, 
Zi and Z2. In the limit of small Z]^-Z2 mixing, Z-^ is essentially the 
neutral gauge boson (Z) of the Standard Model (SM).^»^ 
Diagrams of the type shown in Fig. 1 can lead to other processes 
similar to D ^ dg, such as D -> sg, S -> bg, and B bg. In what follows, 
we will only consider the process D ^ dg with the generalization to other 
processes of this type being straight-forward. In our calculation we 
will assume that M^/My, Mj/M^ « 1, and that the ratio Mp to is 
arbitrary. 
The matrix element for this process is 
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M = iggU(p-q)Yj^i4T^(V-AY5)u(p)e^(q) , (1) 
where gg is the strong coupling constant, is a generator of SU(3) 
color, and is the gluon polarization vector. The values of the 
coefficients V and A are to be determined by summing the various 
contributing diagrams. This matrix element leads to the decay rate 
r = 2/3 o^(V^ + A^)Mp (2) 
which must be compared to the rate for D -* ulv, which is given by 
192 
2 
(3) 
where is an element of the generalized Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) 
matrix^O which will be discussed below. The couplings of D, d, and q to 
the gauge boson X are defined via the Lagrangian 
In the calculation of the loop diagram these couplings will occur only in 
certain combinations given by 
= VoqfVdq)' = ' 
(5) 
t 'DqCdq'" ' 
We find that the general expression for (V-Ay^) in Eq. (1) is given by 
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V - A y c  =  ( 1 6 n f ) " l  Z  r ^ d z  r ^ d y  f  [  l + M ^ ( z + y ) ^ ( Q W ) ' ^ ]  
X,q ^0 /Q I M 2 L D 
"w 
[ A4(X)-B9(X)Y5] - 2Mp(l-z-y)(QW)"^ [ A5(X)+BJ(X)Y5] 
"x 
Mp y(z+y)(l-z-y)(Q^+M^)"^ - (1-z-y) 
+ (l-3(z+y)) In I I A?(X)+B?(X)YCL I , (6) 
«D 
][ ; » 5 T5] 1 , 
where 
= Mp y(z+y) , 
(1-z-y) + Mq (z+y) -yMp . (7) 
Note that in the limit of chiral couplings, the term proportional to Mg 
vanishes. Clearly the expression in Eq. (6) leads to a finite and gauge 
invariant amplitude for the D ^  dg transition. The divergent piece 
associated with Fig. 1 is cancelled by the D -» d self-energy 
contributions. 
To continue we need explicit expressions for the couplings defined 
in Eq. (4). We first consider the mass term for the Q = -1/3 quarks in 
the weak eigenstate basis which we can write as 
( 1°, 0°)^ M ' 1' 
0 
u 
+ h.c. , (8) 
' h  
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where l®=d®, s®, b® and 0*^=0®, S®, B® respectively. To bring M into a 
diagonal form we perform a bi-unitary transformation (with 0^,% being 6x6 
unitary matrices) 
"d = "L " "R ' (9) 
which produces the mass eigenstates 
L,R 
1 
u 
= U 
L,R 
L,R 
. 0  1  
" \,R ^ L,R 
L,R 
(10) 
The coupling of f^ ^  to is then given by 
(11) 
T3L (T3R) is the operator corresponding to the third-component of weak 
isospin for left (right)-handed fields, = sin^Ô^ = 0.217, and Cy = 
cosG^. In the mass eigenstate basis Eq. (11) can be written as 
( 1 2 )  
with 
vjj' . (g/2c„)(2/3 - 1/2 C..) , 
A<]> . -(g/40„) . 
The hermitian matrix C is given by 
(13) 
C = U: 
I 0 ' 
L I 0 0 , (14) 
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Similarly for Zg we have 
v(j) = (g/2c^ )(V4)(uJ;Xj^ Uj^  + L -> R ) , ij 
A^j) = (g/Zc^XVAXU^Xj^Uj^ - L -» R ) (15) 
Here we have defined X = Ag^c^/g, whose value has been previously 
calculated.5 XL^R are real, diagonal, coupling matrices of the form 
r 1 
X 
L,R 
*L,R ^ 
0 
(16) 
are numerical coefficients which depend upon the choice of Eg 
breaking pattern, as discussed in our earlier work.^ Table I contains 
the values of these coefficients for seven different models of this kind. 
The charged current coupling in the weak eigenstate basis can be 
written as 
(g/^) og w" , (17) 
where T^ is the isospin raising operator, which takes the form in this 
basis 
T = 
+ 
'I 0 ' 
. 0 0 . 
(18) 
and (QO)T = ( u^, c®, t®, 0, 0, 0 ). In the mass eigenstate basis Eq. 
(17) becomes 
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(g/2/2) Q Y.(1-YC)u'^" f (19) 
with 
.KM 
and 
L 0 
0 
0 
( 2 0 )  
' u ' f u 
0 
c 
BH ill 
c 
0 
. t , T . t , 
(21 )  
It is important to notice that this generalized KM matrix is not unitary. 
Eqs. (19-20) imply that 
- 4q' • <8^ 2/5) U^ « ( 2 2 )  
and similarly for and . 
In order to get numerical results, we make the following assumption. 
The dominant contribution to the D dg process comes when the virtual 
particles, q, are in the first generation. (Thus if X is a W boson, q is 
a u quark; and when X is a neutral boson, q is either D or d.) This 
results from the assumption that there is additional mixing angle 
suppression when the generation of the intermediate state differs from 
chat of the initial and final states. In this limit can be taken as 
2x2, real, orthogonal matrices of the form 
U 
L,R 
' cos* sin* 
.-sin* cos* 
(23) 
L,R 
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The matrix C as defined in Eq. (14) becomes 
c  =  
2 
cos cos4^ sin4^ 
2 
cos*^ sin4^ sin <|>^ 
(24) 
KM 
and (from Eq. 20) is given by 
C = "S • (25) 
Simplifications occur in Eqs. (8-22) in a similar manner. Also for 
simplicity, we take the angles <|»l and i|ir to be equal: 4^ = tR = From 
our earlier work^ we know that * << 1, so that cos^* = 1, and the sin^* 
terms in the amplitudes V and A (as defined in Eq. (1)) can be neglected. 
Then r(D -> dg) and r(D -» ul^ are both proportional to sin^*, so that the 
ratio R is * independent, as advertised. 
In Fig. 2 we display the ratio R for three different models. Curves 
A and C correspond to the couplings of models A and C respectively (as 
shown in Table I) with the mass of (#2) taken to be 200 GeV. Models A 
and C are representative of the class of models shown in Table I. The 
curve labeled by SM is obtained in the Standard Model limit (i.e., 
M2 -*"'), for all models in Table I. Notice that the three curves do not 
differ significantly, and values of R = a few percent are obtained. 
Let us first consider the production of heavy QQ pairs at the 
Tevatron with /s = 2 TeV and an integrated luminosity of 10^^ cm"^; we 
then expect a few thousand QQ pairs produced for the mass range of 
interest. For the SSC the situation is much better, with an integrated 
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luminosity of 10^0 cm"^ and /s = 40 TeV, we expect a few *10® QQ pairs. 
The usual signal for heavy quark pair production at a hadron collider is 
the semi-leptonic decay for one of the quarks and hadronic or semi-
leptonic decay for the other quark. If the heavy quark moves slowly in 
the parton-parton center-of-mass frame, the signal for the these 
processes is four jets + charged lepton + missing energy, or two jets + 
two charged leptons + missing energy. However if the heavy quark is 
relativistic then the three jets from the hadronic decay may coalesce. 
Thus for a relativistic heavy quark, two jets + three jets final states 
may be indistinguishable. Hence, we do not expect to be able to use the 
D -> dg process to identify D'S at SSC energies (where D'S are very 
relativistic). Since D'S move more slowly at Tevatron energies, two and 
three final jet states should be distinguishable. A possible background 
for D production is the production of a fourth generation heavy quark, 
which undergoes a two-body decay Q -> qg. However in this case, we expect 
the branching ratio for Q ^ qg to be much smaller than that for D -» dg.l^ 
We thus conclude that D dg should provide a reasonable signal for 
D production at the Tevatron. 
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Table I. Values for the coefficients for the seven models discussed 
in the text 
A B C D E Fl F2 
1 3 -1 1/2 8 -6 4 
eL 1 3 -1 1/2 8 -6 4 
-3 1 -1/2 -8 6 4 
"L 1 -1 2 0 4 2 2 
dL 1 -1 2 0 4 2 2 
UR 1 -2 0 -4 -2 -2 
eR 1 -2 0 -4 -2 -2 
5 -5 1/2 0 0 -10 
NL -2 -2 -1 -1/2 -12 4 -6 
EL -2 -2 -1 -1/2 12 4 -6 
DR 2 2 1 1/2 12 -4 6 
NR 2 -2 4 0 8 4 4 
ER 2 -2 4 0 8 4 4 
DL -2 2 -4 0 -8 -4 -4 
4 0 5 1/2 20 10 0 
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X ( k )  
D ( p )  d ( p ' )  
g ( q )  
Fig. 1. Feynman diagram responsible for the decay D ^ dg 
lOo 
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SECTION IV. 
EXOTIC QUARK PRODUCTION IN ep COLLISIONS 
102 
ABSTRACT 
In this section, we examine the possibility of producing exotic 
quarks from Eg theories via flavor changing couplings in high energy ep 
collisions at HERA and the proposed LEP x LHC. We find that the rate is 
rather small and very mixing angle dependent. Assuming maximal mixing, 
the production rates are = 10-30 events per year at HERA (for masses up 
to 100 GeV) and = 200 events per year at LEP x LHC (for masses up to 300 
GeV). 
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EXOTIC QUARK PRODUCTION 
The low-energy limit of superstring-motivated Eg grand unified 
theories! contains new phenomenology^ which can be tested in the next 
generation of accelerators. This new phenomenology includes an extension 
of the low-energy electroweak gauge group by (at least) one extra U(l) 
factor beyond that of the standard model (SM), and the existence of new 
fermions which complete the ^  representation of Eg. The additional U(l) 
factor implies the existence of a new neutral gauge boson, Z2, which 
could be as light as M„ = 140 GeV.3 In addition to the usual fermions 
h  
of the SM, the ^  of Eg contains 11 new fields, including a color 
triplet, iso-singlet, charge -1/3 fermion, D. In principle D may be 
light and its mass is constrained by PEP and PETRA data^ to lie above 23 
GeV. 
The most general Yukawa interactions of the D fermion allowed by the 
Eg superpotential are rather ambiguous,5 allowing for several different 
possible baryon and lepton number assignments for the D. In one scenario 
which has been popular in the literature,& and which we shall consider 
here, the baryon (B) and lepton (L) numbers of the D are that of a SM 
quark, i.e., B = 1/3 and L = 0. This leads to a breakdown of the 
Glashow-Weinberg-Paschos^ naturalness conditions implying the existence 
of flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC) and mixing between the SM and 
Eg exotic fermions.G 
In this section we explore the possibility of producing these exotic 
D quarks in ep collisions via the above off-diagonal couplings and FCNC. 
Clearly, if the D quarks have masses less than = 46 GeV they should be 
copiously produced at the SLC or LEP. If the D is heavier, it could be 
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produced at the Tevatron, but it may be lost in the hadronic background. 
The ep machines that we shall discuss here are HERA at DESY with /s = 314 
GeV and the proposed LEP x LHC at CERN with /s = 1.5 TeV. 
The quark-parton sub-processes which are responsible for single D 
quark production in ep collisions are shown in Figure 1. The Feynman 
diagram in Figure la represents the charged current reaction eu -* DVg and 
diagram lb shows the neutral current production ed -> De. In our analysis 
we have omitted the process ed -> De as it yields a very small cross 
section as compared to the above. The double differential cross section 
for these processes is given by 
dZ:#- ' -ST-Z- : . Pi(q(z) + q<:)) 
1 > J 
+ F2(q(z) - q(z)) ] . (1) 
For the neutral current interaction ; q(z) = d(z), the d quark 
distribution function; and the sum extends over the two gauge bosons, 
and 22' In the charged current case we replace by My//2, q(z) = u(z), 
and the sum reduces to a single term since only the W boson contributes. 
The functions Fi^2 
F^ = J (1 - y) + X(1 - y + y2/2) , 
( 2 )  
Fg = xy(l - y/2) , 
where X is defined as 
X s Mp/s . (3) 
Here, /s is the center of mass energy of the ep collision, x and y are 
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the usual deep inelastic scattering variables, and z is the fraction of 
the proton's momentum that is carried by the struck quark. For a massive 
quark in the final state, z is given by® 
z = X + X/y . (4) 
The scaling variables are constrained to lie within the following ranges 
0 < x < l - V y < l - X ,  
X 
1 - X < y < 1 . (5) 
The coefficients C, a, and g in Eq. (1) are defined by 
(0^  + M^ )(0^  * M^ ) 4-
1(Q^ + + Mj)2 t (rjMj)2] 
a.. = (v.v. H. a.a^)^ (v.v. + , (6) 
hi • ('i*j * ("l^j ' Vj'qD ' 
where is the mass (width) of the i^^ gauge boson, and = sxy. 
The couplings are defined via the Lagrangian 
2§- [ - *iqD " %<"u " =ie ^5^^ ] 
w 
+ 
2/2 [ %<> - v ^5)" * %<"'e - S ^5'® ] "" • <'' 
The fermion couplings to the second Z can be obtained from our earlier 
work,9 in which we studied several different Eg models which contained a 
low energy electroweak gauge group of the form SU(2)L x U(1)Y ^ 0(1)%. 
In the following we assume that r„ /M„ = 0.01 as we allow M„ to 
^2 2 2 
vary. We found that our results are insensitive to the exact value of 
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r „  /M„ . We take M„ = 93 GeV, M„ = 82 GeV, T„ = E. = 2.8 GeV, and we 
2 2 X 1 
use the parton distribution functions q(z) of both Duke and Owens, and 
EHLQlO for A = 200 MeV. For simplicity we also assume that the mixing 
between d and D is the same for both left and right-handed fields. In 
presenting our results for the production cross section the factor 
associated with d - D mixing has been omitted. Estimates^ show that the 
d - D mixing angle is constrained by sinZjy.D < 0.01. Thus the final 
results need to be scaled by the appropriate mixing factor. 
In Figure 2 we present our results for the total cross section for 
ep ^ + X via charged current interactions. These curves were obtained 
by using the EHLQ quark distribution functions; the distribution 
functions of Duke and Owens do not yield significantly different results. 
It is clear from the figure that at HERA energies the total cross section 
is reasonably small and falls off quickly as Mg increases. For an 
integrated luminosity of 2 x 10^® cm~^ sec~^ at HERA this yields 
approximately 3000 events/yr for Mg = 50 GeV and 300 events/yr for Mg = 
150 GeV, neglecting d - D mixing factors. When the mixing factors are 
included the number of events are drastically reduced. Even if the 
mixing is as large as possible (i.e., sin^ddo = 0.01) the number of 
events/yr is reduced to 30 (3) for Mp = 50 (150) GeV, respectively. At 
higher energies at the LEP x LHC collider at CERN the cross section is 
significantly increased, especially for larger values of Mp. For Mp = 
300 GeV we find o = 20 pb, which yields (neglecting mixing) 2 x 10^ 
events/yr (assuming an integrated luminosity of 10^9 cm"^ sec"l for LEP x 
LHC). Mixing effects will lower the event rate, but may still leave a 
sizable number of events if sin^i()jQ is not far below its upper bound. 
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The total cross section for the neutral current process ep eD + X 
is presented in Figure 3. In this figure we take M„ = 300 GeV; we have 
found that the cross section did not change by more than 15% as we varied 
M„ from 150 GeV to 500 GeV. The shaded area between the curves for /s = 
2 
314 GeV represents the range of values obtained for a set of four Eg 
models A-D^ and the two sets of parton distribution functions. The curve 
labeled /s = 1.5 TeV is for the case of Eg model B with EHLQ distribution 
functions and is representative of all the above Eg models. It is clear 
from the figure that the cross sections from the neutral current process 
are at least an order of magnitude smaller than those in the charged 
current case. At HERA energies the cross section is above 1 pb only for 
Mp i 50 GeV which translates to 200 or less events/yr neglecting mixing. 
For the proposed LEP x LHC the total cross section is only a few 
picobarns for all values of Mg and hence is disappointingly small. Thus 
the neutral current process ep ^ eD + X will not be a good production 
mechanism for D quarks. 
The D quark has a good experimental signature.^ Due fo the 
existence of FCNC in Eg theories the decay D -> dZj^ (Z^ real or virtual 
depending on Mp) is allowed. If Z^ then decays by Z^ 1+1", then a 
signal for D production is jet + 1+1". There is no SM process which 
possesses this signature. To compute the event rate for this clean 
signal we need to know the following branching ratios: 
r(D ^ dZi)/r(D all) and r(Zj l+l")/r(Zi -> all). From the work of 
Refs. 11 and 12 we estimate that for MQ = 50, 150, 300 GeV the branching 
ratio for D ^  d 1+1" is = 6.6%, 2.3%, 2.7%, respectively (assuming that 
all Eg exotics are heavier than = 46 GeV). Thus for the charged current 
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process we obtain, assuming maximal mixing, 2 (0.07) events/yr at HERA 
for Mp = 50 (150) GeV, and 5.4 events/yr at LEP x LHC for Mg = 300 GeV. 
Clearly if.the d = D mixing is any smaller, ep collisions will not be a 
good place to look for D quarks. 
A signal might also be extracted from the decay D uW and 
consequently tf -> Iv. However, production of new heavy quarks, such as SM 
fourth generation quarks, would have this same signature. 
In conclusion, we have calculated the production cross sections for 
the processes ep D1 + X (1 = e, v). We found that the production rate 
for D quarks at HERA and LEP x LHC for the neutral current process is 
very small. The event rate for the charged current process is more 
promising, depending on the value of the d-D mixing. If the mixing is 
large enough we could search for D quarks up to = 100 GeV at HERA and 
= 300 GeV at LEP x LHC. 
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Fig. 1. Feynman diagrams at the parton level for single D quark 
production in ep collisions via (a) charged current, (b) neutral 
current interactions. 
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Fig. 2. The total cross section in picobarns as a function of Mp for the 
charged current process ep -> vD + X in the absence of mixing 
angle suppression. 
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Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but for the neutral current process ep -> eD + X 
with H22 = 300 GeV. 
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SECTION V. 
FOURTH GENERATION AND EXOTIC QUARKONIUM IN Eg THEORIES 
Hypothetical fourth generation quarks of charge -1/3 and exotic 
quarks from Eg theories can each form quarkonia bound states. Since both 
systems have identical strong and electromagnetic properties, the only 
hope of distinguishing these two quarkonia is to examine their weak 
interactions. In this section we analyze several decay modes of these 
systems (such as, QQ -> q^, 1+1", vv, ...) and find quite different decay 
rates for the cases of fourth generation and Eg exotic quarkonia over a 
wide range of masses. Thus the weak interactions do provide a means for 
distinguishing between these two possible systems. 
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GENERAL ANALYSIS 
There has been a resurgence of interest in the phenomenology of Eg 
grand unified theories^ due to recent results from superstrings.^ In the 
low-energy limit the effective electroweak gauge group resulting from Eg 
symmetry breaking is larger than that of the standard model (SM) by (at 
least) an additional U(l) factor.3*4 xhe new neutral gauge boson Z2 
associated with this extra U(l) factor could be as light as 150 GeV (Ref. 
5), and has small mixing^ with the first neutral gauge boson (hence Zj 
is essentially the Z of the SM). In Eg each generation of fermions is 
assigned to the ^  dimensional representation, which contains the usual 
16 of SO(IO) as well as 11 new fields. In this section we will focus on 
one of these new fermions, D, which is a color-triplet, weak iso-singlet, 
-1/3 charged quark. Data^ from the storage rings PEP and PETRA at SLAC 
and DESY place a lower limit on the mass of any new Q = -1/3 quark of 
> 22-23 GeV. 
In what follows we will compare the decay properties of two 
different types of heavy quarkonia of equal mass. The first type 
consists of a b'b' bound state, where b' is a hypothetical fourth 
generation, iso-doublet, -1/3 charged quark. The second quarkonium to be 
considered consists of a pair of Eg exotic quarks, DD. Since both 
systems consist of quarks with the same electric and color charges it is 
clear that their purely electromagnetic and strong interactions will be 
identical. Hence it is only the weak interactions that can be used to 
probe the difference between the two systems. Fortunately for quarkonia 
masses in the range of interest (above 45 GeV), the weak interactions 
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become increasingly important. 
Bigi et al.7 have estimated that heavy quarkonium bound states will 
not form for quark masses in excess of 125 x [Uqq|-2/3 Qgy, where Uqq 
represents the mixing between the heavy quark forming the bound state (Q) 
and a light quark (q). Even in the unlikely event of large mixing, 
quarkonia with masses less than 220 GeV will clearly satisfy the above 
bound. Therefore we will limit ourselves to quarkonia systems in the 
mass range 45 < My < 220 GeV. This mass range can be explored at the 
SLC, TRISTAN, and LEP. 
In our calculations we will limit ourselves to the lowest-lying 
quarkonium state, which we will denote by V, and will ignore any possible 
mixing between the quarkonia and the neutral gauge bosons. In presenting 
our results we will scale all decay rates by the rate for the process 
V 1+1" via a virtual photon only, which is given by 
7 2 
16lla 
r(V ^ (Y) ^  1+1") I ^(0) 
M: 
16a (M ) 
1 - —— + . . 
3ll 
,  ( 1 )  
where Qy is the charge of the quark constituents inside the vector state, 
My is the quarkonium mass, and *1^(0) is the vector wave function taken at 
the origin. This procedure avoids the question of the value of %(0) and 
has been used by several authors.® This process is purely electro­
magnetic and is clearly equivalent for both b' and D quarks. 
Before discussing the electroweak decays of these quarkonia systems, 
we will briefly mention the purely strong decay via three gluons. The 
scaled decay rate is given by 
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r(V -> 3g) 5 
r ( v ( Y)  i V )  
- 9 
a 
This rate only depends on the color properties of the quarkonium system 
and hence is the same for both b'b' and DD systems. A similar situation 
holds for the strong/electromagnetic decay V -> ggy. The rate is 
r(v -» ggr) _ lia .3 
r(v 3g) - Sttg 
Since the above three reactions are the only pure electromagnetic/strong 
decays of a quarkonium system, it is clear that these interactions can 
not be used to distinguish between the two systems under discussion. 
In examining the electroweak processes we will first study the 
annihilation decays of the quarkonium system. The Feynman diagrams 
responsible for these decays are shown in Fig. 1. The virtual gauge 
bosons, which contribute to the s-channel graph, X^, are the y, Z^, and 
Z2. Flavor-changing neutral currents (FCNC's) can exist in Eg 
theories,and therefore the t-channel boson can be the W, Zj, or 
Z2 bosons. The vertex couplings are obtained from the Lagrangian 
L . Î ( Qv„(vî - aJv5)Qxf . £y^(vl -
+ %<'3 - + fT/'l - 4^5)0x5" ] . (M 
where the sum over i extends over all the possible gauge bosons, and the 
numerical subscripts on the vector and axial-vector couplings correspond 
to the vertex labels shown in Fig. 1. The couplings for an arbitrary 
fermion F are given by 
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= eQp , 
(5) 
V (Zl) -
(^3L " ^3R^F ' 
V (Z2) _ 
- 2c 4 *%)? ' 
a (Z2) _ _&_ A 
" 2c 4 - Vp ' 
a 
(W) 
Here Qp is the electric charge of F, g is the usual weak coupling 
constant, = sin^G^ = 0.220, c^ = cosG^, T3LF(T3RF) the third-
component of weak isospin for the left-(right-)handed field F, and Uqg is 
the mixing between the heavy quark constituent (Q) and its decay product 
(f). X s 4gjjCy/g, where gjj is the coupling constant associated with the 
second Z boson, and are the couplings of FL(FJ^) to Zi. The 
values of X, x^p, and x^p have been previously calculated for various 
models of Eg symmetry breaking^ and are listed in Table I for three such 
models: A, C, and D. 
The general annihilation scaled decay rate is (neglecting final 
state masses) 
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r(v -> ff) N 
r( V ( Y )  ->  I " " ! " )  . * *2*2) lfJ=Ag 
— £ I 
"c 1-Xs k-Xt 
1 + 4 ' 
8M 
h 
[(vlvky^vk + aiakaia%) 
+(v|akv;a% + vkalvKa^ )] 
r 1 
J 
"Xi 
k,l=X; 2 
1 + 4 ' 
8M 
1 + V 
8M 
h  ^  
+ a4aï)(v5vï + *3*^) (6 )  
where the sums over i, j extend over the s-channel gauge bosons, the sums 
over k, 1 extend over the t-channel gauge bosons, and is the number of 
colors of the final state particles. The set of coefficients P are 
defined by 
[(s - wf )2 + (r M )2] [(s - )h (r M )^]' 
s. s. s. Sj Sj Sj 
?ll = ?l with (s - ) -> (t - M? ) and (T M ) -> (F M ) , 
IK IJ s. TJ^ Sj Sj TJ^ TJ^ (7) 
?5, = Pf. with (s - Mq ) -» (t - ) 
^ i(j) k(l) 
and (r M ) -» (r M ) . 
i(j) i(j) k(l) Vl) 
Here M 
®i(j) 
and r are the mass and width of the i^^ (jth) s-channel 
^i(j) 
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gauge boson, while M and F are the mass and width of the 
. k(l) \(l) 
(1*") t-channel gauge boson. In our numerical calculations we take 
M = F = 0, M_ =93 GeV, and F„ = 2.8 GeV. As we allow M_ to vary, 
Y Y ^1 ^2 
we keep T„ /M„ = 0.01 for all models of Eg symmetry breaking. For 
2 2 
purposes of demonstration we will show our results for M„ = 250 GeV. 
^2 
We will now discuss specific annihilation decay processes. 
Leptonic Final States 
The first process we will consider is V ^ l+l". This proceeds only 
through the s-channel annihilation diagram in Fig. 1 with the Y> Z^, and 
•Z2 as virtual bosons. The scaled decay rate is obtained from the s-
channel contribution in Eq. (6). We define the ratio R]^ as 
Rl = 
F(V 1+1") 
L F(V (Y) 1+1") ) 
:(VsM " 11") 
L R(VG^ -> (Y) 1+1") 
S-l 
F(V 1+1 ) 
r(VgM ^ 1+1-) 
( 8 )  
where Vgfj is a fourth generation b b system in the SM limit and V is one 
of the two quarkonium systems under study. Note that the second equality 
follows from the fact that 
F(V (Y) ^ 1+1 ) = R(VG^ ^ (Y) ->1+1 ) (9) 
In Fig. 2 we show the ratio R^ as a function of My for V = DD quarkonium 
in the three Eg models discussed above. For My i 60 GeV, R^ is close to 
unity because the ratio is dominated by the photon contribution. For My 
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in the range 60-125 GeV, is roughly Eg model independent, but still 
differs from unity due to the different isospin structure of the D. For 
My above 125 GeV the three Eg models are quite distinct. In cases C and 
D, is dominated by the Z2 contribution, whereas in model A it is clear 
from Table I that D-quarkonium does not couple to Z2. Figure 3 shows the 
same ratio for V = b'b' quarkonium assuming Eg couplings for b'. The 
curve for model A is identically equal to one, because b'-quarkonium does 
not couple to Z2. Therefore one just obtains the SM result in case A. 
For cases C and D, the R^ deviates significantly from unity only for My ^ 
110 GeV, where the Z2 contribution dominates. 
The next process we will examine is V vv. As in the case of V -> 
1+1", this proceeds through the s-channel diagram (Fig. 1) with only Zj 
and Z2 contributing. Paralleling our discussion of V -> 1+1", we define 
the quantity 
R = r(V -> vv)^ _ (10) 
IXVgM ^ vv) 
In Figs. 4 and 5 we show R^ for V = DD quarkonium and V = b'b' quarkonium 
(with Eg couplings), respectively. In both cases the curve for model A 
is flat due to the absence of Z2 couplings. The deviation from unity for 
the case of D-quarkonium is due to the iso-singlet nature of the D quark. 
For cases C and D the Eg model dependence becomes significant for My ^ 
110 GeV. Unlike R^, for small values of My (i 60 GeV) the predictions 
for the value of R^ differ significantly for DD and b'b'. Thus a 
measurement of R^ would clearly distinguish between a b'b' and a DD 
system, even when these systems are light. 
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One can also consider the possibility of lepton flavor changing 
decays proceeding through and Z2 (Refs. 9 and 10). However, we find 
that the branching ratios for these processes are quite tiny due to 
mixing angle suppression.^^ Therefore we will not consider these 
processes further here. 
Krauss and Wilczek^^ have recently considered the possibility of 
measuring the number of light neutrinos by studying heavy quarkonia 
decays. To do this one experimentally measures the ratio r s r(V -» 
"nothing")/r(V -> 1+1"). In the absence of supersymmetric contributions r 
is given by 
where is the number of light neutrinos. The ratio in Eq. (10) is 
straightforward to calculate, but is gauge model dependent and therefore 
the value of extracted from experiment would also be theory dependent. 
To demonstrate this sensitivity consider the ratio of ratios 
r(V -» vv)/r(V 1+1") R 
^ ,  (12)  
r(VgM ^ vv)/r(VsM ^ 1+1-) Ri 
where V is either DD or b'b' quarkonium. Deviation of R^/R^ from unity 
would modify the value of extracted from experiment. Figures 6 and 7 
show the values of R^/R^ as a function of My for the DD and b'b' systems 
with Eg couplings. For the case of D-quarkonium several points are 
immediately obvious. For My < 180 GeV (excluding a small region near 
M„ ) the ratio R^/R^ is less than unity. This would imply an 
^1 
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overestimate in the value of extracted from experiment. In fact, for 
My in the range 45-70 GeV the overestimate could be as large as a factor 
of 4-5. Note that if 45 i My < 105 GeV there is very little Eg model 
dependence, however, for larger values of My the model predictions are 
quite distinct, owing to the dominance of the Z2 contribution. In the 
case of b'-quarkonium with My i 105 GeV the deviation of the ratio R^/R^ 
from unity is less than 10%. For larger values of My significant 
deviations in R^/Ri can occur, which would again result in overestimates 
of N^. In this same region R^/R^ is strongly Eg model dependent. Note 
that as expected R^/R^ = 1 for model A. 
From the above analysis it is clear that one must exercise care in 
using quarkonium resonances to count neutrino flavors. 
Quark Final States 
The situation for quarkonium decaying into quark-antiquark final 
states is more complicated than that for leptons. We separate the 
possible final states into two categories: (1) qT^^^ and (2) 
9/3 —?/q _1/I 9/? 
q^ qj , where q^ (q^ ) is a -1/3(2/3) charged quark of flavor i. 
For case (1) with i = j the process proceeds via s-channel exchange of y ,  
Z^, and Z2 as well as t-channel Z^, Z2 exchange via FCNC's. For i ^ j 
the process proceeds via and Z2 in both s- and t-channels via FCNC's. 
Since FCNC's are suppressed by tiny mixing angles in Eg theories,we 
will neglect FCNC contributions to the various final states. Thus for 
case (1) we are left with y> Z^, and Z2 s-channel exchange with i = j 
only. For case (2) with i = j we again have y» Zj, and Z2 s-channel 
exchange as well as t-channel W-boson exchange. For i # j there is Zj^, 
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02 s-channel exchange via FCNC's as well as W t-channel exchange. We 
will again neglect the contributions from FCNC's. Now we must examine 
the W-boson contribution for both i = j and i j. First we recall from 
Eq. (5) that the W-boson exchange involves two factors of Uqg in the 
matrix element. For b -quarkonium the U's correspond to very small off-
diagonal elements of the Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) matrix.13 Therefore the 
W-boson contribution can be neglected for this system. Likewise, for D-
quarkonium the U's are a measure of ordinary-exotic mixing, which is 
expected to be very small and thus may also be neglected. Therefore in 
case (2) we are left with y, Zj^, and Z2 s-channel exchange with i = j 
only. 
In order to study the effects of Eg on quarkonium decay into quarks 
we define the ratio Rq in a similar manner to Eq. (8): 
In Figs. 8 and 9 we show the ratio Rq for V = DD quarkonium and V = b'b' 
quarkonium, respectively. For D-quarkonium it is clear from the figure 
that for My < 150 GeV there is very little Eg model dependence. Rq 
substantially differs from unity for almost all values of My. For b-
quarkonium the contribution of Eg to Rq is small for My i 180-190 GeV. 
Thus we can conclude that Rq can be used to differentiate between DD and 
b'b' systems, but cannot be used to probe Eg model differences. For 
purposes of comparison we show the SM scaled decay rates for V 1+1", 
(13) 
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vv, and qq" in Table II. 
This concludes our analysis of quarkonium annihilation decay 
processes. We will now briefly discuss other possible quarkonia decay 
modes. 
Single Quark Decays (SQDs) 
The weak decay of one of the quark constituents can be a sizable 
contribution to the total quarkonium decay width. We show the Feynman 
diagrams responsible for several possible SQD modes in Fig. 10. Note 
that b' can only decay via W emission, whereas D can also decay via 
FCNC's and Higgs boson emission. The decay rates for these processes in 
Fig. 10 are given in Ref. 10. For SQDs the main question is whether the 
initial quark is heavier than the emitted boson. If MQ is less than the 
mass of the emitted boson, then the contribution of the processes in Fig. 
10 is very small (due to mixing-angle suppression) in comparison with the 
processes considered above. However, if MQ is heavier than the emitted 
boson, even in the presence of small mixing, these processes may be 
competitive with the annihilation decays. This is essentially due to the 
fact that real boson emission is a lower order process. These processes 
can be used to distinguish between D and b' decays, as b' can only decay 
via W emission and D must decay by both W and Zj, Z2 emission with 
comparable rates. 
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HY Decay 
Wilczek^^ has proposed the decay V -> Hy as a possible source of 
Higgs bosons in the SM The Feynman diagrams for this process are shown 
in Fig. 11. Eg theories can have several neutral Higgs bosons, each with 
different couplings to the quarks. In particular, DD couples mainly to 
an iso-singlet Higgs field,10 whereas b'b' couples mainly to an iso-
doublet Higgs field. With the QQH couplings given by 
(/5" MgOfa + ibY^)QH (14) 
we obtain 
I a I' . I b . (15) 
a and b are unknown, Eg model dependent quantities and may have values 
which could enhance this process significantly. 
In this section we have analyzed several decay modes of quarkonia 
systems and found significantly different decay rates for fourth 
generation and Eg exotic quarkonia over a wide range of masses. These 
results are solely due to the different weak interaction properties of 
the D and b' quarks. The quantities R^, R^, and Rq clearly distinguish 
between the DD and b'b' systems and are insensitive to both QCD and QED 
radiative corrections. These same ratios do not strongly depend upon the 
details of the Eg model until My 1 1/2 M . 
2 
The possibility of a fourth generation and/or Eg exotic fermions can 
lead to exciting new quarkonium physics. 
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Table I. Values of T3, x^, x^, and X for the Eg models discussed in the 
text. 
A C D 
F T3L T3R X XR XL XR XL XR 
V +1/2 0 1 -1 -1 -5 1/2 -1/2 
e -1/2 0 1 -1 -1 -2 1/2 0 
u +1/2 0 1 -1 2 -2 0 0 
d, b' -1/2 0 1 -1 2 1 0 -1/2 
D 0 0 -2 2 -4 1 0 1/2 
X 0.44 0.30 2.45 
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Table II. The scaled decay rates for the processes V 1+1", vv, and qq 
for a SM fourth generation b' quarkonium. 
Final States 
My 1+1- vv qq 
50 0.114 0.022 0.055 
75 0.304 0.455 0.507 
100 3.81 7.00 10.0 
125 0.494 0.664 1.14 
150 0.323 0.350 0.671 
175 0.271 0.257 0.527 
200 0.247 0.216 0.462 
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x :  
4 • 
Fig. 1. The Feynman diagrams responsible for the annihilation decays of 
quarkonium. 
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Fig. 2. A plot of the ratio as a function of the mass of the D-
quarkonium system for several Eg models. 
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Fig. 3. Same as in Fig. 2, but for the b'-quarkonium system. 
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Fig. 4. The ratio for the same situation as in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 5. The ratio for the same situation as in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 6. The ratio R^/R^ as used in our discussion of neutrino counting 
for the D-quarkonium system is several Eg models. 
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Fig. 7. Same as in Fig. 6, but for the b'-quarkonium system. 
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Fig. 8. The ratio Rq for the same situation as in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 9. The ratio Rq for the same situation as in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 10. The Feynman diagrams responsible for the single quark decays. 
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11. The Feynman diagrams responsible for the decay V -» Hy. 
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SECTION VI. 
HEAVY QUARKONIUM DECAYS INTO GAUGE BOSON PAIRS IN Eg THEORIES 
144 
ABSTRACT 
The W+W", 2Z, and yZ decay modes of new quarkonium resonances, V, 
are particularly sensitive to the weak isospin of the constituent quarks. 
We compare the decay rates for these final states for V = b'b', where b' 
is a Q = -1/3, fourth generation, down-type quark, and for V = DD, where 
D is a Q = -1/3, weak iso-singlet quark expected in Superstring models. 
We find that these two possibilities are very clearly distinguishable for 
all quarkonium masses in the range of interest. 
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HEAVY QUARKONIUM DECAYS 
Eg grand unified theories (GUTS) have long been considered 
attractive^ since Eg is the next natural choice for a GUT group after 
SU(5) and SO(IO) and contains both SU(5) and SO(IO) as subgroups. 
Interest in Eg GUTS has recently intensified^ due to results from 
Superstring theory.3 In the low-energy limit of these Eg models, the 
electroweak gauge group is extended by (at least) one extra U(l) factor 
beyond that of the standard model (SM). This implies the existence of 
(at least) one new neutral gauge boson, z'. In addition, new fermions 
are expected to exist since each generation lies in the 27 representation 
of Eg. One of these new fermions, D, is a charged -1/3, color triplet, 
weak iso-singlet particle, with a mass ^ 22-25 GeV. Given the nature of 
the superpotential in such models, discrete symmetries can be imposed 
such that D behaves like an ordinary quark. Thus, as far as strong and 
purely electromagnetic interactions are concerned, this particle behaves 
just like a sequential fourth generation down-type quark, b'. Hence only 
weak interactions can distinguish a D from a b' quark. 
An interesting possibility is that D and b' may form heavy 
quarkonium bound states. These bound states can occur only if 
constituent quarks are sufficiently long-lived. Bigi et al.4 have 
estimated that heavy quarkonium systems can exist only if the mass of the 
constituent quark satisfies the following constraint, 
•"Q S 125 X |Vqq|-2/3 GeV , (1) 
where Vgq represents the mixing between the heavy quark forming the bound 
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state (Q) and a lighter quark (q) into which Q can decay. If the b' 
quark is the lighter member of the fourth generation doublet, then its 
decays may be suppressed by small intergenerational mixing. In the case 
of the exotic iso-singlet D quark, the Yukawa couplings in the Eg 
superpotential which govern its decays are forced to be tiny in order to 
avoid conflicts with flavor changing neutral currents.% Hence the bound 
in Eqn (1) is easily satisfied for both DD and b'b' quarkonium systems, 
with masses up to 300 GeV. 
In an earlier paper^ we compared the electroweak decays of the two 
distinct quarkonium (V) systems, b'b' and DD, and found that for a 
wide mass range these two systems were quite distinguishable. In this 
section we focus our attention on the V decay modes V -> W+W", ZZ, and yZ, 
which are extremely sensitive to the constituent quark's weak isospin 
properties. In particular, we find that the rates for the above modes 
are orders of magnitude different in the two cases and are sensitive to 
Eg model parameters, such as Z-Z' mixing. We shall assume in the case of 
V=b'b' that the fourth generation is the only extension of the SM. 
The gauge bosons Z and z '  are not in general mass eigenstates and 
mix to form the physical fields Zj^2 defined by 
Z^ = Z cos* - Z' sin* , 
Zg = z '  cos* + Z sin* , (2) 
with masses widths ^1^2 respectively. The ranges of * and M2 
are constrained by neutral current data, measurements of the W and Z 
masses and direct search limits for the 
First we consider the W pair decay mode, V W+W". This decay has 
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been previously studied by Barger et al.? for the case of iso-doublet 
constituent quarks only. Their results are not applicable for the case 
of iso-singlet constituent quarks. The Feynman diagrams responsible for 
this process are shown in Figure 1. The virtual gauge bosons which 
contribute to the s-channel graph, are the y and Z for V=b'b' and 
Y, and Z2 for V=DD. Since there is no Z'WW coupling, the Z2 only 
contributes due to mixing with the SM Z. The t-channel diagram is 
obviously proportional to the mixing between the virtual and constituent 
quark. For the case of b' quarkonium we will assume that the only t-
channel exchange quark is the t' (the fourth generation up-type quark), 
and that 7%,^, = 1, thus neglecting all intergenerational mixing. Since 
the mixing of the Eg iso-singlet D quark with the SM d quark (as well as 
s or b quarks) must be small,% the t-channel contribution to this decay 
for V=DD is negligible. The decay rate is given by 
r(V -> WV) (l-4ry)3/2 
IVO>l^ " 16XJ m J  
£ . 20r„ . 124) 
1 J J 
2  Z  F,B,r„(5 + 6r„) (1 - R) r* 
^#(2 - 1 
+ 
(1 - R)2 
(3) 
where x^ = sin^ 6^, i^(0) is the vector wave function taken at the 
2 2 
origin, r s My/My and following the notation of Ref. 7, R s 2(Ry, - R^./ + 
Ry) where Rj = (MJ/MY)^. For V=b'b' the sums extend over i,j = y and Z, 
and all three terms contribute to the decay rate. In the case of D 
quarkonium, only the first term contributes as the t-channel diagram is 
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insignificant in this case. Here the sum over i,j extends over the s-
channel gauge bosons y» 2% and Zg. where vj is the vector 
coupling between b' or D and X|, and is the X|WW coupling. and A^j 
are defined via 
(1 - R, ) 
B .  -  i  
' ' (1 - Rz.)^ * ' 
1 1 
(1 - Rg )(1 - Rg.) + (R, r./My)(R2 r./My) 
^ _ 1 ] i—I J ^ 
[(1 - Rg )2 + (Rg r./My)2][(l - Rg )2 + (R^ 
1 1  J  J  
where Fj is the width of the i^^ gauge boson. In our numerical 
calculations we take = 0.230, My = 81 GeV, My = Fy = 0, = 92 GeV, 
and = 2.8 GeV. As we allow M2 to vary we keep T2/li2 = 0.01 for all 
models of Eg symmetry breaking. For purposes of demonstration we will 
present our results for m^., = 250 GeV. Our couplings are normalized as 
L = Z 
i 
( f  I V i -  ) ' (5) 
with Fp-yX being the standard triple gauge boson vertex. Notice in Eq. 
(3) that only the vector couplings of the constituent quark q (= D or 
b') enter into the decay rate. 
In Figs. 2-5 we examine the ratio 
F(Vn -> WV) 
R„ = 71— , (6) 
r(VgM ^ w+w ) 
where the Vg^ W+W" decay rate corresponds to the decay of b'b' with 
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only SM contributions. Figures 2a-b show Ry as a function of the mixing 
angle <f> for four different Eg models assuming My = 200 GeV and M2 = 150 
and 300 GeV respectively. The curves A-D label the models^ \J/, X» 11, and 
I respectively. Notice that in all cases, except for model the value 
of Ry is very sensitive to the value of <j>. The lack of sensitivity in 
the case of model \(/ is due to the fact that all fermions couple in a 
purely axial-vector manner to the z' in this case. Notice the 
similarities in the case of models and I. It should be remembered that 
<j) is constrained to a rather narrow range^ by current experiment. 
Figures 3a-b show Ry as a function of My with «j» = ±0.1 assuming M2 = 150 
GeV for the same set of Eg models as discussed above. Except for model 
*(/, for fixed * one sees that Ry shows a strong dependence on the value of 
My. The lack of sensitivity is the V case is for the same reasons as 
above. Figures 4a-b show the same situation as in Figures 3a-b but with 
M2 = 300 GeV and show similar sensitivity. Figure 5 shows Ry as a 
function of My with <|) = 0. These results are independent of M2 and the 
choice of Eg model since Z2 does not couple in this case. Note that Ry 
decreases rapidly with increasing My in this case. 
It is clear that the ratio Ry clearly distinguishes between the DD 
and b'b' quarkonium systems, as the D-quarkonium has a quite small value 
of Ry, and is extremely sensitive to the values of <f>, M2, and My and can 
be used to probe the details of the Eg model parameter space. 
DD and b'b' may also have other decay modes involving gauge bosons 
such as V Zy and V 2Z. As shown in Ref. 7 both of these decay modes 
are proportional to the axial vector coupling of the constituent quark to 
the Z boson. In the absence of Z - z' mixing since D has a purely 
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vector-like coupling to the Z we would find r(VQ -> 2Z or y Z )  = 0. For 
small values of the mixing angle * we find however 
r(DD -> iL.) 40 
R a — X sin <j>*cos 0 , 
^ rcbT TZ )  9 " 
r(DD -> 2Z, ) 640 , , , , , ,-2 
The mixing angle 0 is used to parameterize the choice of Eg model^; 
* (0 = 0°), X (0 = -90°), n (0 = 37.8°), and I (0 = -52.2°). Apart from 
mixing angle factors, = 1, whereas R2z = 0.2 and since sin^f < 0.03 
even for light Z2 masses, and noting cos^Gi < 1 the values of Ryg and R22 
are bounded by 
R ^  < 0.03 , 
YZ ~ 
Rgg < 0.006 . (8) 
The simple behavior of Ryg and R22 with 0 and 4> will easily allow the use 
of these modes to distinguish between DD and b'b' quarkonium systems and 
probe the Eg model parameter space. 
In this section we have examined the V+W", 22, and yZ decay modes of 
new quarkonium resonances which are bound states of either exotic quarks 
DD or fourth generation quarks b'b'. We find that these decay modes are 
particularly sensitive to the weak isospin of the constituent quark, the 
Z - z' mixing angle, the Z2 and quarkonium masses, as well as the choice 
of Eg model. These decay modes can be easily used to distinguish these 
two possible quarkonium states and can be used to explore the parameter 
space of Eg models. 
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Fig. 1. Diagrams contributing to the V W+W" process. 
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M7-= 150 GeV 
Fig. 2a. The ratio Ry as a function of the mixing angle <|) for My = 200 
GeV for four different Eg models with a M2 = 150 GeV. The 
curves A-D label the models X, *1, and I respectively. 
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Fig. 2b. Same as in Fig. 2a, except for M2 = 300 GeV. 
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Fig. 3a. The ratio Ry as a function of My with M2 = 150 GeV and ij> = 0.1. 
The curves A-D label the same models as in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 3b. Same as in Fig. 3a, but for <t> = -0.1 
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Fig. 4a. Same as Fig. 3 but with M2 = 300 GeV with * = 0.1. 
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Fig. 4b. Same as in Fig. 4a, except for (f> = -0.1. 
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Fig. 5. Ry as a function of My with * = 0. 
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ASYMMETRIES AT 
SECTION VII. 
e+e- COLLIDERS 
IN Eg THEORIES 
FOR NEW QUARKS 
161 
ABSTRACT 
We examine the forward-backward, left-right, and azimuthal 
asymmetries of quark pairs produced in e+e" annihilation as a probe of 
possible new physics resulting from Eg theories. The values of these 
asymmetries are compared for the production of Eg exotic mirror and 
fourth generation quarks. Our results show that asymmetries provide as 
excellent method for distinguishing between these possible types of new 
quarks. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Superstring theories^ have generated a renewed interest in the 
phenomenology of Eg grand unified theories.% This new phenomenology 
results from the observation that Eg symmetry breaking leads to extended 
electroweak gauge groups at low energy. This includes the existence of 
at least one extra neutral gauge boson and the existence of new fermions^ 
as each generation lies in the ^  representation of Eg. Several authors^ 
have used current experimental data to set model independent lower limits 
for the mass of this second Z boson; it could be as light as M„ = 120 
%2 
GeV. The 27 of Eg contains 11 new fields, including a color triplet, 
iso-singlet, charge = -1/3 quark, D. Data from PEP and PETRA^ place a 
lower limit on MQ of = 23 GeV. 
How might these new particles expose themselves as we probe new 
energy scales at the next generation of accelerators? One piece of 
evidence may come from forward-backward asymmetries (Apg), left-right 
asymmetries (ALR), or azimuthal asymmetries (A^) as measured in the 
future e+e" colliders, TRISTAN, SLC, and LEP. The effects of a second Z 
boson from Eg theories on Apg and A^^ for y pair production have been 
previously considered.& Since the new Eg fermions may be light, 
asymmetries may be a good test of their properties as well, and may 
provide a method for distinguishing them from new standard model ( S M )  
type fermions (i.e., fermions of the fourth generation). In a previous 
work^ we examined Apg for the pair production of Eg exotic charged 
leptons and found large deviations from the SM. Lepton pair production 
in e^e" colliders is a relatively clean process and asymmetries are 
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easily measured. But recently experiments have measured asymmetries for 
heavy quark pair production^ as well (such as cc and bb). Theoretical 
work on quark asymmetries for c, b, and t quarks has also recently 
appeared in the literature.9 In this section we will examine Apg, A^R, 
and for new quarks and compare to the SM with fourth generation 
fermions of identical masses. The types of new quarks that we will 
consider are the Eg exotic D quark; fourth generation bottom-like quarks, 
b', with SM couplings, or with Eg model couplings; and mirror partners to 
the D and SM Q = -1/3 quarks. 
The diagrams which contribute to the pair production of quarks in 
e+e" annihilation are shown in Fig. 1. The differential cross section 
(for unpolarized beams) is given by 
if -""1 ' - Ir \ .sz 4. E. ,(l-e?) ) , 
1 f j  
=  0  ( 1 )  
where z = cos0(e~, q), = 3 is the number of colors of q, s is the 
2 1/2 
square of the center-of-mass energy, and g = (1 - 4M^/s) with M^ being 
the mass of the quark q. The sum in Eq. (1) extends over all the gauge 
bosons; i, j = 0 corresponds to the photon, and i, j = 1, 2 corresponds 
to the first (SM) and second neutral Z bosons. The set of coefficients 
A, B, C, and E are defined by 
(s-M?) (s-M^) + (F M ) (r.M ) 
 ^ = ,—.—i J_ — J-J. 
i i ~  2 2  2  2 2  2 ' 
°1J * ('i'j + ('I'j * ' (2) 
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Ci. 5 (v.a. + a.v.)q (v.a. + a.v.)^ , 
Eij 5 (v.vj - a.aj)q (v.Vj + a^ajj^ , (2 cont.) 
where Mi(Ii) is the mass (width) of the i^^ gauge boson. The couplings 
are obtained from the Lagrangian 
and can be written as the following for an arbitrary fermion F 
(neglecting mixing between and Z2 which has been found to be small^O) 
^OF ®^F ' 
*0F = 0 ' 
^IF " 2^ + '^3R - Zx^O^F ' 
w 
(4) 
®1F " ^  (T3L - '^3R>F ' 
w 
^2F " 2c~ 4 ^R^F ' 
w 
®2F " 2c~ 4 ~ Xp^F " 
w 
Here Qp is the electric charge of F, g is the usual weak coupling 
constant, Tg^F (T3RF) the third-component of weak isospin for F^ (FR), 
= sin^Qy = 0.220, and c^ = cosG^. X s Ag^c^ /g  where g^  i s  the 
coupling constant associated with the second Z boson, and XLF(XRP) are 
the couplings of FL(FJ^) to Z2, whose values have been previously 
calculated.10 Specifically, we will only consider three particular 
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models (A, C, and D) from our earlier work. Table I contains the values 
of X for each of these models as well as the quantum numbers for each 
type of quark considered, b' is a 'standard' fourth generation down-type 
quark; D is the exotic, Q = -1/3, iso-singlet quark present in Eg 
theories; d"", s"*, b"*, b'"" represent the mirror fermions corresponding to 
the usual down-type quarks; and D™ is the mirror partner of the exotic Eg 
quark. 
For our calculations we take MQ = FQ = 0, = 93 GeV, and = 2.8 
GeV. As we allow M2 to vary, we keep T2/^2 - O'Ol for all models. We 
examined various values of T2/^2 corresponding to the ranges found in our 
earlier work^® and found that our results were quite insensitive to the 
exact value of T2/V12- In all of our figures we will show the results for 
Mg = 150 GeV. This value of Mg maximizes the effect of the Zg boson for 
the CERN LEP II energy range and does not significantly alter the 
predictions of the SH for values of /s below = 110 GeV. 
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FORWARD-BACKWARD ASYMMETRY 
The forward-backward asymmetry is defined by 
J (if) 
/A 
1 / 0 
dz 
A. 0 (5) FB " 1 
dz 
and is easily calculated from Eq. (1). In Figures 2-4 we compare the Apg 
as a function of /s for a SM fourth generation quark b' to that of the 
exotic D quark for Eg models A, C, and D. In Fig. 2 we assume a mass of 
30 GeV for all quarks. The SM curves and the three Eg model curves are 
all clearly distinct for all values of /s. The values of Apg for the Eg 
D quark are small for all three models for a range of energies from near 
threshold up to /s = 110 GeV (where the Z2 contribution becomes 
relevant). The dominant part of the cross section near threshold comes 
from the y and contributions. Since the exotic D quark only has 
vector couplings to Y and it will have a Apg = 0 for energies near 
threshold. In contrast, the SM b' quark has both vector and axial vector 
couplings to Zi and therefore has a non-zero value of Apg immediately 
above threshold. Hence the Apg clearly distinguishes between a SM b' 
quark and an Eg D quark at low energies. At higher energies (/s > 110 
GeV) the exotic Eg quark Apg goes through a resonance at the Z2 threshold 
(/s = 150 GeV) and then retains a negative value, while the SM fourth 
generation quark Apg is a smooth, slowly increasing, positive function. 
Thus it is easy to distinguish between the two quark types at higher 
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energies (/s > 100 GeV) also. For mirror quark production (d^, s"", b™, 
b'™, or D"') simply change Apg - Apg since fermions and mirror fermions 
have the same couplings except for a change of sign for the axial 
couplings (ajp -> - a^p). Clearly from Fig. 2, one can easily 
differentiate between quark and mirror quark production for higher values 
of /s. 
The results are similar for heavier quarks. In Fig. 3 we show Apg 
for SM and Eg D quarks (for the same Eg models as above) for a quark mass 
of 60 GeV. As before the curves are clearly distinct; with the Eg exotic 
curves oscillating in the Z2 resonance region and then turning smooth and 
negative for /s > M„ , and the SM curve being smooth and positive. 
2 
Again, to obtain a parallel set of curves for mirror quarks we simply let 
Apg -> - Apg. We also explore the possibility that the new quarks are 
heavy and have thresholds above the Zj and Z2 resonance regions (i.e., 
2M > M„ , M„ ). Such a case is shown for M =90 GeV and M„ = 150 GeV 
4 %1 %2 9 Zg 
in Fig. 4. All four curves are smooth and fairly flat, but only three 
are distinct. Also note that the curve for model D is very similar to 
that of a SM mirror quark and vice versa. Thus in this case it would be 
more difficult to differentiate between the various Eg models. It would 
also be hard to distinguish mirror quarks from Eg exotics or SM quarks 
from Eg exotic mirror quarks. 
We also explored the possibility of production of fourth generation 
quarks with Eg couplings. Figure 5 shows Apg for these quarks (for Eg 
models A, C, and D) as well as the purely SM predictions for a fourth 
generation quark mass of 30 GeV. From the figure we see that the Eg and 
SM predictions are identical near threshold, but are easily discernible 
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at higher energies. For 60 GeV quarks, Fig. 6 shows that Apg clearly 
differentiates between SM and fourth generation quarks in Eg theories. 
The situation is similar for 90 GeV quarks; from Fig. 7 we see that only 
model D differs from the SM prediction near threshold and above threshold 
all models are relatively indistinguishable. Again, we obtain the curves 
the mirror quarks by setting Ap - Apg. From Figures 5-7 it is obvious 
that a b'"* mirror quark would be quite distinct from the SM. Hence the 
difference in Apg between a fourth generation quark in Eg theories and 
the SM is highly Eg model dependent and is clearly distinct once the Z2 
contribution becomes relevant. 
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LEFT-RIGHT ASYMMETRY 
The left-right asymmetry is defined by 
- % 
. («) 
where OI,(R) is the total integrated cross section for left(right)-handed 
initially polarized e~ beams. <^L(R) calculated by inserting the 
helicity projection operator (1 - \y^ )/Z into the matrix element, where 
X = +1(-1) for left(right)-handed e~ polarization. One then obtains Eq. 
(1) with the following redefinition of the electron's coupling constants 
^ie = (Vie + ^ie> ' 
A.g - 1/2 (Xv.^ + a.g) , 
(7) 
where and a^g are the usual coupling constants for the e~ (see Eq. 
(4)) for the i^^ gauge boson. 
Comparisons of for the Eg exotic D quark in Eg models A, C, and 
D and the SM fourth generation quark are shown in Figures 8-10. We 
assume a quark mass of 30 GeV in Fig. 8. As can be seen from the figure, 
the values of ALJ^ easily distinguishes between an Eg D quark and the SM 
for all energies. The different Eg models have similar behavior near 
threshold, but can be differentiated once the Z2 contribution becomes 
relevant (/s > 110 GeV). In Fig. 9 we set Mq = 60 GeV, and in Fig. 10 we 
have Mq = 90 GeV. Notice that the SM and some Eg models are clearly 
distinct for both 60 and 90 GeV quarks. 
We also examined ALJ^ for fourth generation quarks with Eg couplings. 
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Figures 11, 12, and 13 display as a function of /s for 30, 60, and 90 
GeV quarks, respectively. In all three cases the SM and Eg predictions 
clearly differ for energies near the Zi resonance region, but have 
similar values for /s < 110 GeV. Hence a fourth generation quark with Eg 
couplings and a SM quark are only distinguishable by ALJ^ if the Z2 is 
light enough for its resonance to be observed. 
What about mirror quarks? A^^ is independent of a sign change in 
the axial vector coupling constant (ajp -* - ajp) of the produced 
fermions. So the mirror quarks will have the same value of ALJ^ as their 
quark counterparts. 
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AZIMUTHAL ASYMMETRY 
For transverse polarization of the e+ and e" beams the differential 
cross sectional can be written as 
d, "cS* 2 
d<j) 
64ii 
Z A. . f 2B. .(1 + 3^/3) + 2E. .(1 - (3^) 
• IJ \ IJ AJ 
= 0 
4/3 (pT)2 G.jC0s2* ] , 
(8 )  
where Ng, s, and g are defined in Eq. (1), A^j, B^j, and E^j are given in 
Eq. (2), p^ is the transverse polarization of the e+e" beams, and G^j is 
defined by 
®ij • (ViVj + (VlVj - • 
The azimuthal asymmetry is then defined by 
(9) 
, 11/4 , 5 n / A  ,  2 n  
J + I + I 
^0 ^3ii/4 ^7ii/4 
, 3ii/4 . 7 n / A  
J + j 
11/4 5lt/4 
(jf ] '*''• 
(10) 
As in the case of A^R, A^ is insensitive to the change of a^p -> - a^p for 
mirror fermions. Values of A^ for the SM fourth generation quarks, Eg D 
quarks, and SM quarks with Eg couplings are given in Table II for a 30 
GeV quark mass, M„ = 150 GeV, and a maximum polarization of p^ = 1. 
2 
Since transverse polarization is difficult to maintain in storage ring 
colliders, but will be relatively stable at the SLC^^ (pT ~ 80-90% can be 
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maintained), is a useful quantity only for /s < 100 GeV. As can be 
seen from the the Table, the values of A^ for /s < 100 GeV are small and 
are not distinct for the different quark types. 
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CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, asymmetries for quark pair production in e+e" 
annihilation are an excellent tool for probing new physics. Apg and 
both clearly distinguish between an Eg exotic D quark and a SM fourth 
generation quark for all energies. The values of these two asymmetries 
are also distinct for different Eg models and thus could be useful in 
determining the correct theory. Differentiating between a fourth 
generation quark with SM versus Eg couplings is more difficult. The 
quantities Apg and ALR are only distinct in the Z2 resonance region and 
consequently will only separate the two types of couplings if the Z2 is 
light enough to be observed. The azimuthal asymmetry does not provide a 
good model independent method for distinguishing between the various 
quark types of Eg models. 
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Table I. Values for the couplings and the parameter X for the three 
models discussed in the text. 
A C D 
F T3L TgR XL XR XL XR XL XR 
e -1/2 0 1 -1 -1 -2 1/2 0 
d,s,b,b' -1/2 0 1 -1 2 1 0 -1/2 
d 0 0 -2 -2 -4 1 0 1/2 
d™,s™,b™,b'™ 0 -1/2 -1 1 1 2 -1/2 0 
d" 0 0 2 -2 1 -4 1/2 0 
X 0.44 0.30 2.45 
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Table II. values for the SM, Eg exotic D quarks, and fourth 
generation quarks with Eg couplings (b) for various center-
of-mass energies, assuming Mg = 30 GeV, = 150 GeV, and 
pT = 1. 
/s = 70 GeV 100 GeV 150 GeV 200 GeV 
SM -6.33x10-2 -2.27x10-1 -1.54x10-1 -1.15x10-1 
Model A 
b' -6.71x10-2 -2.26x10-1 -3.16x10-1 -1.68x10-1 
D 4.41x10-2 -1.44x10-1 -3.18x10-1 -2.91x10-2 
Model D 
b' -5.73x10-2 -2.17x10-1 -1.68x10-4 -1.00x10-1 
D 4.98x10-1 -1.62x10-1 5.44x10-5 1.70x10-1 
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e+ 
e-
Fig. 1. Feynman diagrams for quark pair production in e+e" annihilation. 
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Fig. 2. ApB as a function of /s for the production of a new 30 GeV 
quark. The curve labeled SM corresponds to the production of a 
standard model fourth generation quark, whereas the curves A, C, 
and D are for Eg exotic quark production in the corresponding Eg 
models. 
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Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but for Mq = 60 GeV. 
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Fig. 4. Same as for Fig. 2 ,  but for Mq = 90 GeV. 
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Fig. 5. ApB for the production of 30 GeV fourth generation quarks with 
Eg couplings for models A, C, and D and with SM couplings. 
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Fig. 8. ALR for Eg D quark production in models A, C, and D, and for the 
SM fourth generation for 30 GeV quarks. 
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Fig. 9. Same as in Fig. 8, but for Mq = 60 GeV. 
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Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 8, but for Mg = 90 GeV. 
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Fig. 11. A comparison of ALR for 30 GeV fourth generation quarks in the 
SM and in Eg models A, C, and D. 
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SECTION VIII. 
LEPTONIC POLARIZATION ASYMMETRIES AT e+e" 
COLLIDERS IN Eg THEORIES 
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ABSTRACT 
We examine the left-right and azimuthal polarization asymmetries of 
lepton pairs produced in e+e" and e"e" interactions as probes of new 
physics resulting from Eg theories. The asymmetries are calculated and 
compared for the processes e+e" -> e+e" -> e+e", e~e~ e~e~, and 
e+e" -> L+L", where L is either an Eg exotic, mirror, or fourth generation 
heavy lepton. Our results show that lepton polarization asymmetries can 
be used to easily distinguish different Eg models and can be used to 
distinguish among possible new heavy leptons L. 
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LEPTONIC POLARIZATION ASYMMETRIES 
Renewed interest in the low energy phenomenology of Eg grand unified 
theories^ has resulted from recent advances in the area of superstring 
theories.2 At energies not far above the usual weak scale, the SU(2)L x 
U(1)Y standard model (SM) is extended by at least an additional U(l)x 
factor, implying the existence of a new neutral gauge boson, Z', which 
may be reasonably light.In addition to the usual fermions of the SM, 
these models contain new exotic fermions^which complete the ^  
representation of Eg. One of these new fermions, E, is a color singlet, 
vector-like, iso-doublet member with Q = -1. The mass of this new exotic 
particle is constrained by PEP and PETRA data^ to be above 23 GeV. 
How can we probe the new physics expected in such models by 
examining the properties of the standard leptons? If new charged leptons 
are observed how can we distinguish the Eg exotic lepton scenario from 
fourth generation or mirror leptons? In this section we hope to show 
that the measurement of left-right and azimuthal asymmetries (A^R and A^ 
respectively) in purely leptonic processes can provide a probe of these 
new interactions. In our previous works we examined the forward-backward 
asymmetry (Apg) for leptons^ and new Q = -1/3 quarks^ produced in e+e" 
annihilation. In addition the values of A^R and A^j, were calculated in 
the case of new quark pair production.^ Our results demonstrated that 
these asymmetries show substantial deviation from their SM predictions 
and allow one to uniquely determine the electroweak properties of new 
quarks. In this section, we extend this analysis to pure leptonic 
interactions such as e~e~ -> e~e~ and e^e~ L+L", where L = y, e, or a 
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new heavy lepton. We will show that ALJ^ and can again be used to 
probe for new Eg physics (such as the z') and to distinguish the exotic 
lepton, E, from fourth generation or mirror leptons. 
We will examine these asymmetries in the context of four Eg models 
which were studied in our earlier work.® These models all contain a low 
energy electroweak. gauge group of the form = SU(2)L x U(l)y x 0(1)%. 
The origins of these models are as follows: 
(A) Eg -> SO(IO) X U(l)x -> ScZ^LYLX » 
(B) Eg -> SO(IO) ^  SU(5) X U(l)x ^ 3c2l1y1x , (D 
(C) Eg SU(6) SU(5) X U(l)x ^ 3c2L1y1x , 
(D) Eg -> SU(6) X SU(2)x -> SU(5) x U(l)x "> Sc^Llylx • 
We first examine the process e+e" ^ L+L" shown in Fig. 1 (for s-
channel exchange only); the differential cross section for this process 
is given by^ 
air' 9 . :. (*ij(i * eV). 20..^ . - ef) ) . (2) 
1 ,  J  = U  
where z is the cosine of the angle between the initial e~ and outgoing L~ 
2 1 /2  
momenta, P = (1 - 4ML/S) with being the mass of the lepton L, and 
/s is the total center of mass energy. The sums extend over all possible 
intermediate neutral gauge bosons with i.j = 0 corresponding to rhe 
photon. The coefficients B, C, and E are given by (note the change 
from the notation in our earlier work^»^) 
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(s - MJ)(S - MJ)  +  ( r  M . ) ( r  M )  
p g -••Il I..II J.. —ill J J 
i l  2  9  9  9  9  9  »  
^ [(s - [(s - 1 
®ij ^ + =l*j)e <Vj + ' (3) 
C.. = (v.a. + a.v.)g (v.a. + a.v.)^ , 
Ei. H (v.v. + a.a.>2 (v v - a.a.)^ , 
where Mi(Ii) are the masses (widths) of the i^^ gauge bosons. The 
explicit values of the couplings vj and aj are given in our earlier 
workG'7 to which we refer the reader for details. 
To calculate the left-right polarization dependence of <T we make the 
replacements 
" u  " - I <• >aie) ' 
i^e •"'ie - 2 + *!«) ' 
( 4 )  
in Eq. (2) where X = +1(-1) corresponds to left(right)-handed electrons 
in the initial state. (We limit this discussion to the case of a single 
initially polarized beam.) We then define the asymmetry 
dff. - doL 
+ d a ^  '  
We will concentrate on s ALJ^(O) in what follows. 
To calculate the integrated azimuthal asymmetry, A^, we must 
transversely polarize both the e""" and e~ beams producing a <<> dependent 
differential cross section. Integration over z gives 
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2 
^ = -2-y fi E pSs [ 2B. .(1 + ^/3) + 2E (1 - 3^ 
64/ l,j=0 ^ 
+ f- (P^ )2 ^  G.jC0s2* I . (6) 
Here is the amount of e+e" beam polarization and Gjj is given by 
Gi- s (v.v. - a.a.)g (v.v. + a.a.)^ . (7) 
We now define 
/ - / (ff ) ''* 
.  .  ,  (8 )  
ff 
where implies integration over regions where cos2* is positive or 
negative respectively. In what follows we will assume that the beam 
polarization takes on its maximum value (pT)2 = 1. 
Let us first consider the case L = y~. Figure 2 shows the value of 
ALR in this case for the SM as well as the four Eg models® (labeled by A-
D) with M_ = 150 GeV. We first see that below /s = 100 GeV the value of 
^2 
ALR is quite small and not very model dependent (except for model D in 
the region below /s = 80 GeV). Above /s = 100 GeV all of the models 
deviate significantly from the SM (except for model A) both below and 
above the Z2 resonance region. In most of the Eg models, ALR goes 
through a large oscillation in the Z2 resonance region. Figure 3 shows 
A^ for the same set of models as in Fig. 2. Again, we see that below /s 
= 100 GeV the models are quite indistinguishable. However, once we are 
above the 2% resonance, the SM and all four Eg models yield quite 
different results. In this energy regime the Eg models show a very 
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complex structure (especially below = 170 GeV) and the signature of each 
Eg model is very distinct. 
It is clear from this analysis that Alj^ and for e+e" -* w+w" can 
be used to probe for effects due to new Eg boson exchange but only for 
/s > 100 GeV. A similar result was obtained in our earlier work when Apg 
was examined for this same process. 
We now turn to the case where L is a fourth generation heavy lepton 
with SM or Eg model couplings. Figures 4 and 5 show A^^ in this case for 
the L mass (M) of 30 and 60 GeV respectively with M„ = 150 GeV. (For 
large values of the L mass e.g., 90 GeV, our results are not very 
interesting.) Again, we see that model A is closest to the SM whereas B, 
C, and D deviate substantially from the SM above /s = 100 GeV. For 
60 < /s < 80 GeV models B and D also are found to deviate significantly 
from the SM prediction by as much as 70% if M = 30 GeV. For M = 60 GeV, 
the models are all quite distinct (except for A) immediately above 
threshold. In Figures 6 and 7 we display A^ for the same two values of M 
in the SM and four Eg models. For M = 30 GeV, all models are quite 
distinct above /s = 110 GeV or so but are essentially the same as the SM 
for smaller values of /s. As can be seen from the figure, the structure 
between M„ and M„ can be most complex in this case. For M = 60 GeV, 
1 ^2 
the models are not as distinct and the value of A^ are not large except 
for model A near the Z2 peak. For /s » the curves are quite smooth 
2 
and uninteresting. For larger values of M ( = 90 GeV, or so) the results 
are quite uninteresting with A^^ providing the best probe of the 
different models. 
Now consider the case of producing a new exotic lepton E instead of 
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a fourth generation SM lepton of the same mass. Figures 8 and 9 show a 
comparison of ALR for a SM fourth generation lepton and an Eg exotic 
lepton of mass 30 and 60 GeV respectively. Note that ALR clearly 
discriminates among these two possibilities. For M = 30 GeV, exotic and 
fourth generation leptons are easily separated since A^R is much larger 
for exotics and goes through a large resonance in the 2% region. Below 
/s = 120 GeV there is very little difference among the Eg model 
predictions but above this value the results are quite distinct. 
Comparing Figs. 4 and 8 we see that SM fourth generation heavy leptons, 
Eg exotics, and fourth generation heavy leptons in Eg models can all be 
clearly separated using ALR if M = 30 GeV. For M = 60 GeV, Fig. 9 shows 
that this continues to be true. Near threshold all of the Eg model 
generally agree and differ very substantially from the SM fourth 
generation. Comparison with Fig. 5 shows that fourth generation and 
exotic leptons remain distinguishable even if the fourth generation 
lepton has Eg couplings. 
Figures 10 and 11 show A^ for Eg exotic leptons of masses 30 and 60 
GeV respectively, in comparison to SM fourth generation leptons of the 
same mass. Although not as clean as A^R, it is obvious that A^ can also 
be used to probe the difference between the two possibilities. The 
deviations are found to be larger for M = 30 GeV than for M = 60 GeV and 
quite small in both cases above /s = 190 GeV. 
What happens for mirror leptons? It is clear from Eqs. (2) - (7) 
that if a^L -^iL then ALR and A^ are left invariant. Thus a mirror 
fermion and a fourth generation fermion would have identical values of 
ALR and A^. 
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We thus conclude that together with can be used in the LEP 
and SLC energy ranges to look, for the effects of Eg gauge boson exchange 
in w+w" production and to distinguish among the possible types of new 
leptons: SM fourth generation, Eg exotics, or fourth generation leptons 
with Eg couplings. 
We now turn to the case of Bhabha scattering^®, e+e" -» e+e", for 
which the relevant diagrams are shown in Fig. 12. The differential cross 
section can be written as 
_ -S_ I  
4: " 3:" i,j.O 
P!j (B. .(l+z^) + 2C.jz] + (B. .(1 + 1 (l+z)2) 
- C.j(l - I (l+z)2)] + P!j(l+z)2 (B.j + C.j) 9 
(9) 
S t tl t 
with the same definitions as in Eq. (2). P\j (F\j) can be obtained from 
the expression for P?| by replacing one (two) s factor(s) by 
t s -1/2 s(l-z). To explore the left-right asymmetry Alj^ in this process 
we use the electron vector and axial vector coupling constants as given 
in Eq. (3) in the above cross section expression (9). As in the cases 
above we will consider A^R to be evaluated at 90° (z = 0). In the case 
of Bhabha scattering, this avoids the large QED contribution coming from 
the t-channel pole in the pure QED diagram. To maximize the difference 
between Eg predictions and the SM we present the quantity SALR = 
ALR - ALR as a function of /s in Fig. 13. Note that SALR = 0 for model A 
but for i/s > 110 GeV the other models predict values of SAJ^R which are 
quite large, reaching extremes in the region of the Z2 resonance. The 
predictions of the four Eg models are quite distinct and are easily 
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distinguishable from each other, especially in the 110 < /s < 200 GeV 
range. Note, however, that at reasonably low energies (/s < ML ) the 
value 5ALJ^ is so small in all Eg models that one cannot use data at these 
energies to probe the effects of Eg models. Note that if we had 
integrated over all values of z we would have obtained values of 
which are smaller than those presented here. 
Lastly, we turn to the case of Mdller scattering, e~e" -> e~e~, for 
which the relevant diagrams are shown in Fig. 14. The differential cross 
section for this process can be written as 
d£ _ _s_ Î 
4: = 32" l,f.O Pij (Bijd + I (l-z)2) - C..(l - \ (l-z)2)] 
+ Pj- (s (1 + 1 (l+z)2) - C. (1 - 1 (1+2)2)] 
IJ klj 4 IJ 
(10) + 2 (B.. + c,.) 
where u s -1/2 s(l+z) and pV^ and PVV can be obtained from pH by ij ij ij 
appropriately substituting t u. As in the Bhabha scattering case, to 
explore the left-right asymmetry in this process we make the appropriate 
substitution from Eq. (3) for the electron's coupling constants in Eq. 
(2). Those modified couplings are then used in the above expression (9) 
for the e~e~ -> e~e~ scattering cross section. We again evaluate ALR at 
90° (z = 0) in the numerical results presented below. As in the case of 
Bhabha scattering, this choice of z reduces the sizable QED contribution 
due to the t- and u- channel poles in the QED part of the cross section. 
To emphasize the deviation with the SM we will again plot SALR as a 
function of /s; our results are shown in Fig. 15. Note that the values 
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of SALJ^ for model C must be multiplied by a minus sign. For all values 
of /s, model A is never very different from the SM. Models B and D have 
reasonably large values of SALR for /s > 110 GeV, whereas model C yields 
large 8ALR only for large /s. From Fig. 15 we conclude that Mdller 
scattering is not a good probe of new Eg physics. Note that ALR would be 
even smaller if ALJ^ had been integrated over all values of z. 
In this section we have examined the possibility that the use of 
polarized beams in e+e" annihilation can be used to probe for 
interactions of new neutral gauge bosons expected in E" models. We have 
found that the left-right and azimuthal asymmetries cannot yield 
information on Eg couplings for the e+e" -> w+w" process unless /s > 100 
GeV. At lower energies the values of ALR and A^ (as well as Apg, as 
shown in our earlier work) are almost identical to their SM values even 
for new gauge bosons as light as 150 GeV. 
We have found, however, that both ALR and A^ can be used to 
distinguish between various possible types of new charged leptons which 
can be produced in e+e" annihilation. Fourth generation leptons (with SM 
or Eg couplings) and Eg exotic leptons all yield values of ALR and A^ 
which are quite distinct, independent of their masses (> 25 GeV). 
We have also examined the e+e" e+e" as well as the e~e~ e~e~ 
processes and we have again found that in both cases ALR is not very 
different from the SM predictions for the four Eg models examined unless 
/s > 100 GeV or so. 
We conclude that polarization asymmetries are excellent probes of 
the couplings of new leptons produced in e+e" annihilation but are unable 
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to distinguish between the Eg models and the SM predictions below /s = 
100 GeV for the e+e~ -> w+w", e+e" -» e+e", and e"e~ ^ e"e" reactions. 
Hopefully some of this new physics will soon be observed at TRISTAN, LEP, 
and the SLC. 
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Fig. 1. Diagrams responsible for the s-channel e+e" -> L+L" process. 
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Diagrams contributing to the Bhabha scattering process 
e+e~. 
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SECTION IX. 
LEPTOQUARK PRODUCTION AT HADRON COLLIDERS 
221 
ABSTRACT 
We examine the single and pair production of scalar leptoquarks (S) 
in pp and pp collisions. The signals and backgrounds for leptoquark 
production and discussed. We find that the discovery limits for pair 
production are Mg = 40 GeV at the CERN Collider, 120 GeV at the Tevatron, 
and 1.7 TeV at the proposed SSC. The limits in the case of single S 
production are found to be model dependent. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Leptoquarks are color triplet particles which couple to a lepton-
quark pair and are naturally present in many theories beyond the standard 
model (SH). They appear in the strong-coupling version of the SM^ as 
bound states of two fermions, in SO(IO) unified gauge theories with SU(4) 
color symmetry^ as the gauge or Higgs bosons associated with the factor 
group SU(4)Q/SU(3)Q X U(1)B_L, in superstring-inspired Eg models^ as the 
supersymmetric partner of the exotic colored particle which lies in the 
27 representation of Eg, and in horizontal symmetry schemes^ they can be 
regarded as mediators between quark and lepton doublets. The various 
quantum numbers that leptoquarks can have in these schemes include: spin 
0, 1, or 2, electric charge Q = -4/3, -1/3, 2/3, or 5/3, weak isospin 0, 
1/2, or 1, baryon number ±1/3, and lepton number ±1. These particles 
need not be heavy, in fact leptoquarks can be as light as ilOO GeV and 
still avoid conflicts with rapid proton decay and flavor changing neutral 
currents (FCNC).^ The leptoquarks that we shall discuss do not couple to 
^ and hence do not contribute to proton decay. Any bounds obtained from 
FCNC are generally very model dependent and can be avoided by the 
assumption of diagonal couplings. We will further discuss this point 
below. 
Here we shall study the production of scalar leptoquarks, S, of 
charge Q = +2/3 and -1/3 at the proposed Superconducting Super Collider 
(SSC), the Tevatron, and the CERN SppS Collider. 
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SINGLE PRODUCTION 
First we consider the production of scalar leptoquarks singly. At 
the parton level the process which is responsible for single S production 
is qg 4' SI, where 1 is a charged lepton or a neutrino. The Feynman 
diagrams which contribute to this process are shown in Figure 1. This 
process is proportional to the unknown Slq coupling; the most general 
form of this coupling is given by the interaction 
Y^)q^ S + h.c. , (1) 
where i,j are generation indices, and |A^j |2 + |B^j p = (g^j)^, the 
strength of the leptoquark coupling. For calculational purposes we scale 
g to the electromagnetic coupling, e, taking 
u'h' 
An - ka . (2) 
The coupling is related to the decay width of S into Iq by F = Mgko/4 = 
182 MeV for Mg = 100 GeV and k = 1. Hewett and Rizzo® have discussed the 
effects of these couplings on the process e+e" -> q^. The existence of 
leptoquarks leads to a new t-channel contribution to this process as well 
as the usual s-channel y and Z exchange. By demanding that neither the 
q^ production cross section nor the forward-backward asymmetry deviate by 
more than 10% from their SM predictions (and hence also the data from PEP 
and PETRA), the authors of Ref. 6 have placed a limit on the value of k 
as a function of Mg. They found that k < 0.1 for Mg i 40 GeV, k < 1 
for Mg < 200 GeV, and that k can even be as large as 5 for Mg ^ 450 GeV. 
Here, we shall present numerical results with k = 0.1 for the Tevatron 
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and CERN collider and with k = 1 for the SSC, except where otherwise 
noted. 
Obviously, a leptoquark with universal couplings to all flavors will 
give rise to FCNC and will be severely restrained. However in most 
models such universal couplings do not exist or can easily be avoided, 
and hence we will not consider them here. Experimental constraints from 
flavor changing transitions can be satisfied^ if the couplings are 
restricted in the following manner. The couplings must be chiral, and a 
given leptoquark can only have either left- or right-handed couplings, 
i.e., B = -A or B = +A, in order to prohibit large contributions to 
decays such as it± -> ev, -> e+e", and K± -> ev. In addition, the 
couplings must also satisfy one of the following: 1) each generation has 
its own leptoquark(s) which couples only within that generation; 2) 
intergenerational mixing is forbidden, i.e., i = j; or 3) leptoquarks 
carry specific lepton and quark flavor quantum numbers, e.g., if S 
carries muon and up-flavor quantum numbers then it couples only to yu. 
These restrictions are naturally present in some models, including the 
strongly-coupled SM and Eg theories. Here, we will assume that chiral 
couplings exist and that one of the above three conditions are met. For 
simplicity we will take all resulting couplings to be equal for 
leptoquarks with both values of electric charge, Q = +2/3 and -1/3. 
However, it is important to note that since the SU(2)L eigenstates 
of the quarks and leptons are not the mass eigenstates, mixing in the 
quark and lepton sector can effectively give rise to FCNC, even if the 
leptoquark couplings satisfy the above restrictions. In general the 
bounds that are obtainable from these flavor mixing induced FCNC are not 
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very strong and involve several unknown parameters. As an example of the 
type of limits that can be set, we will consider the process K° -> Me, 
which has a current experimental upper limit? on the branching ratio of 
BR(K° -* lie) < 6x10'^. Given the above coupling constraints, the 
leptoquark contribution to this process proceeds via the t-channel 
exchange of an iso-triplet leptoquark with left-handed couplings (B = -A) 
to de. We assume that the mixing in the quark sector is purely left-
handed (i.e., there is no mixing between right-handed quarks and the 
left-handed mixing matrix is given by the Kobayashi-Maskawa® matrix), and 
that for simplicity the lepton mixing is purely right-handed. Then 
K® -> ye occurs via d^ sinG^ s^ and e^ -» sin0gy where Ogy is the 
mixing angle between ej^ and and 0^ is the Cabibbo angle. Then the 
decay rate is 
r(K° Me + Me) = 4 k ^  
"s 
' i . 
where k is given by Equation (2). This yields the bound 
Mg > JkGg^ 1.133 TeV , (4) 
which gives Mg > 180 GeV for k = 0.25 and Sgy = 0.1. Clearly, these 
types of bounds are not stringent and depend upon the values of other 
parameters. 
The subprocess differential cross section is given by 
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dff kna a 
s Mg Mg) ^(2Mg - s) 
(A - Mg)2 ùd - Mg) 
( 5 )  
where Mg is the leptoquark mass and ^ = l/2(Mg- s)(l - cosG) where 9 
the quark lepton scattering angle. Upon integration we obtain 
IS 
. kna a 
—r 12s 
1 + 6p - 7p + 4p(p + l)lnp ( 6 )  
with p = M^/s. The hadronic cross section for p^p^-» SI is obtained from 
the subprocess cross section via 
( Y 
a = Z 
r 0-2 |y I 
-Y 
dy 
mm 
dx f?(^x e^)f?(^x e~^)a + (i<-»j) , 
(r) 
(7) 
where x = s/s, x . = M^/s, Y = -In 4x . , and f? is the distribution 
mm S mm i 
function of the i^^ parton in hadron (p). 
For numerical purposes, we have assumed that S has a charge of 
either +2/3 or -1/3, and we include the sum of both leptoquark and anti-
leptoquark production in our quoted results. We have used the parton 
distribution functions of Duke and Owens^ with A = 200 MeV. In Figure 2 
we present our results for the total production cross section for pp 
collisions at the Tevatron for /s = 2 TeV, and the CERN collider for /s = 
630 GeV. For an integrated luminosity of 1 pb~^ at the CERN collider one 
would expect 30 or more events for Mg < 20-30 GeV, and for an integrated 
luminosity of 10 pb~^ per year, the Tevatron could explore a mass range 
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up to Mg = 80 GeV with the same sensitivity. We will present a more 
detailed discussion of signatures and backgrounds below. Our results for 
the leptoquark cross section are shown with and without rapidity cuts for 
the SSC (/s = 40 TeV) in Figure 3. From the figure we can see that a 
rapidity cut of |Y| < 2.5 makes little difference in the production cross 
section, and that a tighter rapidity cut of |Y| < 1.5 has a significant 
effect only for lighter leptoquarks (Mg i 400 GeV). For an integrated 
luminosity of 10^ pb~^ at the SSC we have a production rate of at least 
100 events per year for leptoquark masses up to ~ 2 TeV. For comparison 
we also show the total cross section without rapidity cuts for a 
different value of the Slq coupling scale factor, k = 0.1. For this 
smaller value of the coupling observable rates only exist for Mg up to ~ 
1.4 TeV. In Figure 4 we display the rapidity distribution d a / d y  for Mg = 
0.1, 0.5, 1.0 TeV for /s = 40 TeV. The curves have a unique shape and 
there is a significant depletion in the cross section at zero rapidity. 
This distinct shape of the rapidity distribution may help to distinguish 
leptoquark production from other processes. Figure 5 shows the 
transverse momentum distribution do/dp? in the rapidity interval |Y  < 
2.5 for various values of the leptoquark mass. 
The signatures of single S production are quite distinct. The 
possible final states are: 
(i) jet + vv , 
(ii) jet + 1+1- , (8) 
(iii) jet + vl- . 
If we take the ratio of the u-quark distribution function in a proton to 
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that of a d-quark to be 3 to 1 on average, then for a +2/3 charged 
leptoquark the relative probability of appearance of these final states 
are 37.5%, 12.5%, and 50% for events of type (i), (ii), (iii) 
respectively. For a leptoquark of -1/3 charge, signatures (i), (ii), 
(iii) occur with a relative probability of 12.5%, 37.5%, and 50% 
respectively. Events of type (iii) may have a large background from a 
combination of the SM processes pp" Wg, Wq, WW, WZ, qq", qg and hence we 
shall not consider them any further. Events of type (ii) offer a 
striking signal. They have the distinct topology of an isolated lepton 
in one hemisphere balanced by a lepton plus jet in the other hemisphere 
with no missing p^. SM backgrounds arise from the production of 
jet + Z(-» 1+1") and jet + q(-> jet lv)q(-> jet l'^, where q is a heavy 
quark. The jet + Z background can be eliminated by making invariant mass 
cuts on the 1+1" pair. We estimate the jet + q^ background to be small. 
Using the qq" production rate given in EHLQ^^, and folding in appropriate 
factors for the jet bremstrahlung, the two semi-leptonic decays q -> jet 
Iv, the probability that the missing transverse momentum of the v and v 
will be balanced, and the probability that the three jets will coalesce, 
we find that the rate for a jet + 1+1" final state from this process is 
two orders of magnitude smaller than the leptoquark cross section. Thus 
we conclude that the background for jet + 1+1" final states should be 
small compared to the leptoquark signal. Events of type (i) yield a 
monojet final state. The dominant conventional backgrounds arise from 
jet + Z(-> and W TV. To estimate the size of the jet + Z(^ 
background, the jet + Z(-> 1+1") process can be rescaled by the 
appropriate branching ratios. The W TV background is more difficult to 
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estimate but its approximate size can be obtained from the knowledge of 
the W production cross section and the W -> TV and T -» v + jet branching 
ratios. One signal for S production would be the existence of jet + 1+1" 
and monojet final states with the relative rates of occurrence given 
above. This would help to differentiate leptoquark monojets from 
supersymmetric monojets. Folding this together, we estimate that 30 
events would constitute a discovery limit at the CERN and Tevatron 
colliders, and 100 events for the SSC. Clearly, a detailed Monte Carlo 
background calculation is needed. 
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PAIR PRODUCTION 
Next we examine the pair production of scalar leptoquarks. SS 
production can occur from gluon-gluon fusion or quark anti-quark 
annihilation. Since S and squarks, have identical couplings to 
gluons, SS production is similar to squark pair production. For gluon 
fusion the Feynman diagrams which contribute to the process gg -* SS are 
shown in Figure 6. These diagrams are identical to those for gg -* 
hence the two processes yield the same production cross section. We use 
the formulae given in Harrison and Llewellyn Smith^^, setting the number 
of squark flavors to one, and dividing by a factor of 2 to account for 
their inclusion of both left- and right-handed squarks. 
The diagrams responsible for the reaction qq -» SS are displayed in 
Figure 7. Note that the gluon exchange diagram, Figure 7b, is the same 
as in qq -> "g" -* but the t-channel diagram, Figure 7a, is different 
in the two cases. In the case of squark production, a massive gluino, g, 
is exchanged in the t-channel with strong q^f coupling. For leptoquark 
production, on the otherhand, we have a massless lepton in the t-channel 
and the diagram is proportional to the square of the unknown Slq 
coupling. However, we may use the cross sections presented in Ref. 11 
with some slight modifications. By setting the gluino mass to zero, 
changing the couplings, adjusting the color factors, and accounting 
for the inclusion of both left- and right-handed squarks, we obtain for 
the total cross section for qq SS 
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-20 + (2p - l)ln ( 1 ~ P) - 2 p (1 + 9) - 2p 
+ J 9(1 - 2p) + 2p^ln (1 - g) - 2p (1 + 9) - 2p (9) 
+ f (1 - 4p] 
where 9 = (1 - 4p)l/2, and A = Sot/Ao^. 
Here we would like to note that the authors of Ref. 12 have also 
examined pair production of scalar leptoquarks. However, their results 
only apply to supersymmetric theories as they included contributions from 
the t-channel exchange of the leptoquark supersymmetric partner in q^ 
annihilation. We would also like to mention that SS production is 
similar to the pair production of color triplet technipions, which exist 
in technicolor theories. Production cross sections for color triplet 
technipion pairs have been calculated^^ for the Tevatron and CERN 
colliders, excluding the contribution from the diagram in Figure 7a. 
However, as we shall see below, due to the dominance of the gluon fusion 
processes, this diagram is numerically insignificant, so that our results 
are consistent with those of Ref. 13. 
We present our results for SS production at the Tevatron and CERN 
collider in Figure 8. Assuming a discovery limit of 30 events, the CERN 
collider could search for leptoquarks up to a mass of Mg = 40 GeV, and 
the Tevatron could explore regions up to Mg = 120 GeV. In Figure 9 we 
display the total cross section, with and without rapidity cuts, for the 
SSC. It is clear from the figure that a rapidity cut of |Y| < 1.5 does 
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not significantly alter the cross section. If we set a limit of 
observability at 100 events, leptoquarks with masses up to Mg = 1.7 TeV 
could be found at the SSC. We have found that the gluon fusion processes 
completely dominates the cross section (compared to the quark 
annihilation contributions) for smaller leptoquark masses (up to Mg = 1 
TeV). This is due to the increase in the gluon sea distributions for 
small X. 
Comparing Figures 3 and 9 we see that the cross section at SSC 
energies for single S production is larger than that for pair production, 
as long as k=l. What if k is smaller than 1? For SS production the 
unknown Slq coupling is only present in the diagram of Figure 7a. Hence 
this diagram is small compared to the other pair production diagrams 
which only depend on the strong coupling and have the advantage of the 
large gluon sea. We found that the SS cross section for k = 0.1 was only 
slightly smaller than that for k = 1, and was within the width of the 
line in Figure 9. However, the single S production cross section is 
directly proportional to k and hence decreases dramatically for k < 1, as 
shown in Figure 3. Hence single S production wins over pair production 
only if k has a value near 1 or larger. This is apparent in the 
comparison of Figures 2 and 8. At Tevatron and SpTpS energies k = 0.1 
(Ref. 6) and the cross section for the process pp" Si + X is much 
smaller than that for SS production. 
In Figure 10 we display the rapidity distribution da/dy for SS 
production at /s = 40 TeV for leptoquark masses Mg = 0.1, 0.5, and 1 TeV. 
The curves contain a dip at y = 0 for lighter S masses and the values of 
da/dy are much smaller than that for single S production. Figure 11 
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shows the transverse momentum distribution de/dp? in the rapidity 
interval |Y  < 1.5 for the above values of Mg. By comparing Figures 5 
and 11 one can see that da/dp-p is much smaller in the pair production 
case than for single production. 
The signatures for SS production are 
(i) 2 jets + 1+1- , 
(ii) 2 jets + vv , (10) 
(iii) 2 jets + vl± , 
with a relative probability of occurrences of 25%, 25%, and 50% for 
events of type (i), (ii), (iii) respectively. We estimate that events of 
type (iii) will have a large background from a number of processes and so 
we will not consider them any further here. Events of type (ii) have a 
dijet plus two missing energy signature. There are several conventional 
processes which contribute to the background, including, pp" -> WZ, ZZ, 
Zgg, Zqg. The dijet plus two charged leptons signature for type (i) 
events may be the most promising. Background sources from pp" -> WZ, ZZ, 
Zgg, Zqg can all be eliminated by invariant mass cuts on the lepton pair. 
The most serious background threat arises from the process pp" -> q^, where 
q is a heavy quark and decays semi-leptonically with a soft v. The 
observation of signatures (i) and (ii) with equal rates would be a signal 
for SS production. 
We would like to note that the UAl collaboration has discussed^^ the 
possible limits that can be set on Mg from their data by looking for 
events of type (ii). The JADE collaboration at PETRA^^ has also recently 
reported an analysis of their data on events of the type e+e" -> u+jJ" + 
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hadrons and have excluded masses in the range 5 - 20.8 GeV for 
leptoquarks which decay exclusively into second generation fermions. It 
is important to remember that when experiments at hadron colliders set 
leptoquark mass limits from pp jj + jj-j- + jets events then they are only 
constraining leptoquarks which carry muon number. Whereas, if they use 
pp + jets events then they are constraining all types of 
leptoquarks. Similarly, experiments at an ep collider can only search 
for leptoquarks which carry electron number, e+e" collider experiments 
can place bounds an all leptoquark types if they only consider s-channel 
annihilation in their analysis, but if their analysis includes the t-
channel quark exchange process, then their limits only apply to electron 
leptoquarks. 
In conclusion, we have calculated the cross sections for pair and 
single production of scalar leptoquarks. We found that the cross 
sections are reasonably large and that the discovery limits are Mg = 40-
50 GeV, 120-130 GeV, and 1.7-2 TeV at the CERN S^pS collider, Tevatron, 
and the SSC, respectively. Single S production is proportional to the 
unknown Slq coupling and hence is model dependent; whereas pair 
production is relatively model independent. The signatures for 
leptoquark production are very striking. The possible backgrounds seem 
to be a less serious threat for single S production than for SS, but 
detailed Monte Carlo calculations need to be carried out. 
The discovery of leptoquarks would yield very exciting new physics 
and we urge our experimental colleagues to search for these particles. 
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( a )  
g "Tmwppriswppry 
!s 
( b )  
Fig. 1. Feynman diagrams responsible for the production of single scalar 
leptoquarks, S, in hadron-hadron collisions. 
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p p  - S A  + X  
— ys = 2 TeV 
--/s =630 GeV 
x> 
Q. 
280 200 120 
Mc(GeV) 
Fig. 2. The total cross section in picobarns for single S production in pp" 
collisions as a function of the leptoquark. mass. The solid curve is 
for /s = 2 TeV, corresponding to the Tevatron, and the dashed curve 
is for /s = 630 GeV, corresponding to the CERN S^pS collider, 
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pp-^S^ + X 
/T = 40 TeV 
No Y Cuts 
--IY! <2.5 
No Y Cuts k=0. 
J D  
CL 
0.4 0.8 1.2 
Mo(TeV) 
2.0 
Fig. 3. The total cross section in picobarns, with and without rapidity 
cuts, for single S production at the SSC. The solid, long dashed, 
and short dashed curves correspond to a value for the Slq coupling 
scale factor of k. = 1, and the alternating long and short dashed 
curve is for k = 0.1. 
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p p — S 4  + X v T  =  4 0  T e V  
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Fig. 4. The rapidity distribution, d a / d y ,  for single S production at the SSC 
for the S masses, Mg = 0.1, 0.5, and 1 TeV. 
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/s = 40 TeV 
| Y | < 2 . 5  
— 0.5 
> 
<D 
e? 
13 
r4 
0.4 0.8 2.0 
PrdeV) 
Fig. 5. The transverse momentum distribution, da/dp^, for single S 
production at the SSC for the S masses, Mg = 0.1, 0.5, and 1 TeV. 
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(d) 
Fig. 6. The Feynman diagrams responsible for the parton level process gg -> 
SS. 
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( a )  
xS 
X. 
•'S 
( b )  
Fig. 7. Feynman diagrams for SS production in qq scattering. 
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PP —ss + x 
— / s  =  2  T e V  
— /s = 630 GeV 
JD 
Q. 
200 280 40 
Fig. 8. The total cross section in picobarns for SS production in pp" 
collisions as a function of the leptoquark mass. The solid curve is 
for /s = 2 TeV, corresponding to the Tevatron, and the dashed curve 
is for /s = 630 GeV, corresponding to the CERN collider. 
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ip -^SS + X 
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No Y Cuts 
- - I Y I  <  1 . 5  
lO' 
10° 
10'' 
1.6 2.0 0.8 1.2 0.4 
Ms (TeV) 
Fig. 9. The total cross section in picobarns, with and without rapidity 
cuts, at the SSC for k = 1.0. 
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0.1 TeV 
p p  — S S  +  X  
/s = 40 TeV 
JD 
Q. 
0.5 TeV 10° 
1.0 TeV 
5 3 3 5 y 
Fig. 10. The rapidity distribution, da/dy, for SS production at the SSC for 
Mg = 0.1, 0.5, and 1 TeV. 
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pp — SS + X 
Ms(TeV) 
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v/s = 40 TeV 
> 0) 
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0.4 2.0 
Fig. 11. The transverse momentum distribution, da/dp^, for SS" production at 
the SSC for Mg = 0.1, 0.5, and 1 TeV. 
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SECTION X. 
LEPTOQUARK SIGNALS AT e+e" COLLIDERS 
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ABSTRACT 
In this section, we examine the production of scalar leptoquark, (S) 
pairs in e+e" annihilation along with indirect limits on leptoquark 
properties from existing e+e" data and that which can be obtained in the 
near future from the SLC and LEP. 
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ANALYSIS 
Leptoquarks are a common feature^ of many theories that go beyond 
the standard model (SM). Leptoquarks carry both baryon and lepton 
number, couple to lepton plus quark, and are triplets under 50(3)^. 
Other than these particular features their other quantum numbers (e.g., 
spin, weak isospin, T, and electric charge, Q) are all very model 
dependent thus making unique predictions of their production cross 
sections and other properties difficult. In what follows we will for 
simplicity limit ourselves to leptoquarks with spin zero (S), Q = -1/3 or 
2/3, with T = 0 or 1/2. 
What limits currently exist on S? If S is sufficiently light then S 
can be pair produced in e+e" annihilation as shown in Fig. 1. The t-
channel quark exchange diagram is model dependent due to the unknown 
value of the qlS coupling (A + By^). If we neglect this diagram as well 
as the Z-exchange contribution (which is a clear simplification and an 
underestimate as we will see below) the total S pair production cross 
9  1 / 9  
section is given by O = (1 - 4mg/s) ) 
(1) 
CT(e e -> M p ) 
implying that the present data from PEP/PETRA on the R-ratio^ constrain 
mg ^ 15 GeV depending only on the charge Q. This limit is model 
independent in the sense that it depends only on the charge, Q, and the 
assumption of spin-zero leptoquarks. Including the t-channel and Z-
exchange diagrams can improve this limit but leads to a constraint on mg 
which depends upon the parameters A and B as well as the isospin 
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properties of the leptoquark, S. In addition, the UAl Collaboration^ has 
recently announced a limit on the mass of leptoquarks, assuming a unit 
probability of decay into M -* jet, of 32 GeV. This constraint is quite 
dependent on the details of the model; only the above e+e" limit is 
fairly model independent. We will return to the production of leptoquark 
pairs below. 
To get a limit on mg we first consider the process e+e" -* qq" as 
shown in Fig. 2. We see that the existence of leptoquarks lead to a new 
t-channel contribution as well as the usual s-channel y and Z exchange. 
S exchange clearly modifies the q^ production cross section as well as 
the forward-backward asymmetry, Apg, depending on Mg as well as the qlS 
couplings (A and B) discussed above. The differential cross section for 
e+e" is given by 
dg _ 3ila 
dz " 2s 
2 
+ 
( 2 )  
where t = - ^  s(l - z) with 
|A|2 + |B|2 
k s T 
2 Re(A*B) 
2 (3) 
e e 
and 
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(s - M^)(s - M ^ )  +  ( r.M. x r . H . )  
l(s - + (r.Mp2][(s - + (r.Mj)^] 
®ij = (^i^j + + ^i^Vq ' 
^ij = + ^j^i>e + ^j^>q ' 
(s - M?) 
~ 2~2 ï ' (s - + (r.M.)"^ 
where z is the angle between the e" and outgoing q. The couplings <7^, and 
are normalized via the interaction Lagrangian 
L = eFY^(v^ - V (5) 
and the sum over i = (0, 1) labels the the sum over the neutral gauge 
bosons Y and Z respectively. 
Clearly, the existence of the second and third terms in Eq. (2) will 
cause a drastic modification of the production cross section and the 
angular distribution if k = |k'| = 1 and Mg = 100 GeV or less. This can 
be most easily seen from Fig. 3 which shows the limit on Mg as a function 
of k(= k') over a large range of k values. In obtaining the curve on the 
left(right) we have demanded that neither the total cross section nor the 
forward-backward asymmetry (Apg) differ from their SM predictions by more 
than 10%(5%) for quarks of either 2/3 or -1/3 electric charge at /s = 40 
GeV. If less stringent limits were imposed it would upset the good 
agreement with the SM observed for charm and bottom production at PEP and 
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PETRA.2'4 In obtaining these limits we note that varying k' over the 
range -k < k' < k for fixed k does not significantly modify the limits 
shown in the figure. As we increase the severity of the constraints from 
10% to 5% the limits on Mg for a given k value get significantly 
stronger, especially for larger values of k. It should be noted that Apg 
provides the most stringent constraint on Mg for a given value of k. 
Note that for very small k values, S masses as low as 10 GeV are 
allowed by our constraints, but these do not satisfy the direct 
production limit which follows from Eq. (1). Clearly, for these small 
values of k (k < 0.05) Eq. (1) provides an adequate approximation to the 
true cross section. Thus it is clear that for k < 0.04, all values of Mg 
^ 15-20 GeV will satisfy both the constraint from direct production and 
that which follows from quark production. For k > 10, leptoquark 
couplings become very strong and perturbation theory becomes questionable 
and so we will not consider this possibility further. 
Can Mg be constrained by the recent measurements of the ratio of the 
Z and W total widths, Tg/Fy, by the UA2 Collaboration at the CERN 
collider?^ To be concrete, we consider an iso-doublet (or iso-singlet) 
pair of leptoquarks with Q = 2/3 and -1/3. One can then calculate the 
shift in the Z and W decay width (AFg and AFy) as a function of M2/3 and 
M_I/3 using the couplings of the SM. Since constraints of Ti/T\j have 
become quite tight recently^ and m^. > 46 GeV (Ref. 7) we use the limit 
Fg/Fy < 1.07(F2/Fy)g|^ in our analysis. Our calculation shows that Fg/Fy 
does not lead to any new constraint on either M2/2 or M.^/g for iso-
doublet (or isosinglet) leptoquarks. 
It is clear that as this data improves and new data from e+e" 
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annihilation is obtained at larger values of /s the limits on leptoquarks 
obtained above can be substantially improved. 
Given these constraints on k and Mg we turn our attention to the 
calculation of SS production. The relevant diagrams for this process are 
shown in Fig. 1. Using the above notation and defining the Y> (Z)SS 
coupling by the Lagrangian 
l-ZSS " , (6) 
we arrive at the differential cross section 
^ ^ s(l-z^) [L (v.vj + g.gj) C.Cj A.. + ^ (k^ + k'2)t-2 
+ t"^ E C.P.(v.k - â.k')] . (7) 
^ 1 1 1 1 
2 1 
Here, t = ^ g ~ ^  s(l - (3z) and g is defined above. The existence of the 
t-channel exchange diagrams modifies the angular distribution away from 
the (1 - z^) expected for the pair production of scalars in e+e" 
annihilation and also modifies the threshold factor. Thus, whereas 
the production of ordinary scalars in e+e" does not lead to a Apg, the 
additional t-channel exchange can lead to significant values of Apg. 
Fig. 4a shows the ratio (R) (as a function of k) of the total cross 
section a to that expected in the SM (ag^) for a pair of color triplet, 
spin-0 bosons (i.e., when only the s-channel contribution is present) for 
/s = 100 GeV, Mg = 30 GeV with four different assignments of T3 and Q. 
An example of such color triplets scalars expected in other models are 
the squarks which exist in all supersymmetric theories. Note that from 
Fig. 3, for Mg = 30 GeV, we have k < 0.055. For either charge, the ratio 
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is closest to unity in the iso-doublet case with larger deviations 
observed for the isosinglet case. Fig. 4b shows Apg for the same 
situation as in Fig. 4a for the same range of k. (Here, and in what 
follows, k' = k will be assumed for purposes of demonstration.) 
Note that for two cases [Apg | is quite large ( > 0.13), which is 
striking for the production of spin-0 particles and is a clear signal for 
SS production. Similarly, in two cases, the ratio differs from 
unity at the 15-20% level which should be easily observable. For both 
quantities, as expected, the deviations from the SM grow rapidly with k. 
Figs. 5a and 5b parallel Figs. 4a and 4b except we take /s = 200 GeV 
and Mg = 60 GeV and that larger k values are now possible. In this case 
we see that over a reasonable range of k, substantial deviations from the 
expectations of the SM occurs for both R and Apg for all quantum number 
choices. Note that the models which produced the largest deviations in 
Fig. 4 do not necessarily produce the largest deviations in Fig. 5 and 
vice-versa. We also note that in Fig. 5b the Apg for the quantum number 
assignment Q = -1/3, T3 = 0 actually undergoes a sign oscillation as k is 
increased away from zero. This is not seen in the case of the other 
models, nor is it seen for any of the models in Fig. 4b. 
It is interesting to note that for very large /s (e.g., 1 TeV) and 
large values of Mg (e.g., 0.3 TeV) the larger allowed k values tend to 
drastically increase a so that R lies in the range 20 - 380 and Apg is 
large and positive (0.75 - 0.90). These are very distinct signals for 
the production of leptoquark pairs at such a high-energy collider. 
In. Fig. 6 we show R = cr/agi^ as a function of /s for Q = -1/3 and T3 
= -1/2 with the maximal allowed values of k as given in Fig. 3 for 
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several values of Mg, i.e., Mg = 20 GeV (k = 0.04), Mg = 40 GeV (k = 
0.07), Mg = 60 GeV (k = 0.10), and Mg = 80 GeV (k = 0.20). Fig. 7 shows 
Apg for the same values of the parameters. Qualitatively similar results 
are obtained for both R and Apg assuming the other quantum number choices 
for S discussed above. We note that since k can be larger for 
leptoquarks of greater mass, R grows significantly with increasing Mg for 
the cases shown in the figure. Similar results are shown in Fig. 7 for 
Apg; Apg grows increasingly large as Mg is increased reflecting the 
growth in k. Note that for large k, Apg becomes large and positive which 
merely reflects the dominance of the t-channel exchange diagram in this 
case. Thus in the 50 < /s < 250 GeV region both R and Apg will provide 
very good probes for leptoquarks due to the large deviations from SM 
predictions for spin-0 color triplet production. 
These deviations grow larger still if even greater masses can be 
probed by a /s = 0.5-1.0 TeV e+e" collider. In Figures 8 and 9 we show R 
and Apg, respectively, over this energy range for the exemplary S quantum 
numbers Q = -1/3 and T3 = -1/2. For such large masses R becomes quite 
enormous (> 10-100) and Apg also becomes quite large and positive. (The 
large cross section would be very helpful since event rates at large /s 
e"*"e~ colliders are not expected to be large unless very high luminosities 
can be obtained.) As Mg (and correspondingly k) are further increased 
Apg becomes closer to unity, independent of the values of Q and T3, due 
to the t-channel exchange. The production is pushed closer to the 
forward direction and more than compensates for the overall 1-z^ factor 
appearing in the production cross section (Eq. 7). Note that in all 
cases, for fixed Mg, Apg increases as /s is increased which again shows 
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the t-channel dominance for large k values. 
It is clear from the above analysis that for /s > 50 GeV, 
leptoquarks lead to non-zero Apg and large R providing a unique signature 
via production alone. 
The decay signatures of leptoquarks are quite distinct and have been 
discussed in detail in earlier work.® Since the two decay modes are S -> 
Iq and vq', pair production always produces two jets plus leptons. If 
the leptons are neutrinos there will be a large missing energy signal 
along with the jets similar to a supersymmetry signal for squark 
production. If one S decay involves a charged lepton then missing p? 
will still be present. In the case where two charged leptons occur along 
with the jets an invariant mass distribution should show double peaking 
in the lepton plus jet combination. It is clear that large production 
cross sections and unique signatures should make leptoquarks easy to spot 
in e+e" annihilation. Note that the relative branching ratio for the "VJq' 
and Iq final states will depend on the details of the model and will not 
be further discussed here. 
In conclusion we have analyzed the limits that existing e+e' data 
place on the mass and couplings of leptoquarks with various electroweak 
quantum numbers. Using these constraints, we have calculated the 
production cross section and the forward-backward asymmetry for 
leptoquark pairs in e+e" annihilation. For large k values we found that 
the constraints on Mg are quite severe, whereas for k < 0.04 all values 
of Mg 15-20 GeV are found to satisfy all of the existing data. Apg is 
found to be a far more sensitive probe of leptoquark production than 
total cross section measurements when k is small. For large k, the cross 
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section was found to be greatly enhanced due to the t-channel quark 
exchange and Apg was always very large in magnitude. Clearly both a and 
Apg can be used to separate leptoquark pair production from the pair 
production of ordinary color triplet scalars. The decay signature for 
leptoquarks is 2 jets + 1+1", 1 + iJf, or and is unique if a charged 
lepton is observed in the final state, and is thus clearly 
distinguishable from other scenarios such as supersymmetry. 
Leptoquark production may provide us with a unique signal for 
physics beyond the standard model. 
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Fig. 1. Diagrams leading to the pair production of scalar leptoquarks in 
e+e" annihilation. 
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Fig. 2. Diagrams contributing to the process e+e" qq in the presence 
of leptoquarks. 
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Fig. 3. Constraints on Mg as a function of k for two allowed values of 
the deviation from the SM total cross section and forward-
backward asymmetry. Results for both O = 2/3 and -1/3 quarks 
are included. 
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Fig. 4a. Values of R = Mg = 30 GeV and /s = 100 GeV as 
functions of k for four different values quantum number 
assignments for the leptoquark. 
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Fig. 4b. Same as for Fig. 4a, except for Apg. 
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Fig. 5a. Same as in Fig. 4a, but for Mg = 60 GeV and /s = 200 GeV. 
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Fig. 5b. Same as in Fig. 4b, but for Mg = 60 GeV and /s = 200 GeV. 
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Fig. 6. R = a/agM as a function of /s for Q = -1/3, T3 = -1/2 with 
maximal values of k; Mg = 20 GeV (k = 0.04), Mg = 40 GeV (k = 
0.07), Mg = 60 GeV (k = 0.10), and Mg = 80 GeV (k = 0.20). Here 
50 < /s < 200 GeV. 
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Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6, but for Apg. 
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Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 6, but for Mg = 100 GeV (k = 0.25), Mg = 200 GeV (K 
= 0.9), Mg = 300 GeV (k = 2.0), Mg = 400 GeV (k = 3.6), and 
0.5 < /s < 1.0 TeV. 
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Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8, but for Apg. 
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SUMMARY 
In this work the phenomenology of Eg grand unified theories with N=1 
supergravity, resulting from the compactification of Eg x Eg, heterotic 
superstring theories has been investigated. 
First several breaking patterns were examined for supersymmetric and 
nonsupersymmetric Eg theories that lead to the existence of an extra U(l) 
symmetry, which reveals itself at low energies by the existence of an 
extra Z boson. The phenomenological implications of such theories were 
studied, including, for example, predictions for the electroweak mixing 
angle and the couplings of all the fermions to the new Z boson. 
Properties of this new Z boson, such as mass bounds, constraints on 
mixing with the standard model Z, decay widths, and leptonic branching 
ratio, were also calculated. The indirect effects of this new Z boson on 
left-right and azimuthal asymmetries in e+e" collisions and in Bhabha and 
Holler scattering were studied with the result that these indirect 
effects can be detected above /s = 100 GeV and can be used to determine 
the Eg model. 
In the case of the exotic fermions expected to exist in Eg theories, 
we have focused our attention on the color triplet, charged -1/3, iso-
scalar fermion, D. Its production in ep collisions was studied, and a 
sizable two-body hadronic decay mode, D d + g has been calculated. The 
forward-backward, left-right, and azimuthal asymmetries for D have been 
examined, and are quite distinct in different Eg models and can be used 
to distinguish these iso-scalar quarks from heavy SM fourth generation 
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quarks. The decay rates of the quarkonium bound states of these exotic 
quarks into fermion as well as gauge boson pairs have been examined and 
contrasted with the decay modes and rates of quarkonia consisting of 
heavy SM quarks. In the case where these exotic color triplets have the 
quantum numbers of leptoquarks, their production and corresponding 
signals at e+e" and hadron colliders have been calculated. The 
polarization asymmetries in e+e" annihilation for the Eg exotic, vector­
like, color singlet, charged -1, iso-doublet fermion, E has also been 
studied. 
Eg theories possess an extensive phenomenology, which has only begun 
to be examined, and which could lead to very exciting theoretical and 
experimental physics. 
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